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1. PATERNAL ANCESTRY

Maolana Azimuddin Ahmed36

Fuzuer Rahman Ahmed32
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2. MATERNAL ANCESTRY

Father of Aeasha Fuez37

Aeasha Fuez [Ahmed]33

Mother of Aeashea Fuez38
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3. DESCENDANTS

Humayun Ahmed19

+Gultekin Khan20

Nuhash Humayun4

Nova Ahmed [Ali]5

+Arshad Ali6

Arisa Unknown1

Anova Unknown2

Sila Ahmed7

+Apu Unknown8

Anora Unknown3

Bipasha Ahmed9

Rashed Humuyn10

Humayun Ahmed19

+Meher Afroz Shaon [Ahmed]21

Lilaboty Unknown11

Nishad Ahmed12

Ninit Ahmed13
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4. DIRECT RELATIONS

Generation of Grandchildren

1. ARISA UNKNOWN (Humayun's granddaughter) was born to Arshad Ali6 and Nova Ahmed [Ali]5, as shown in family
tree 1.

2. ANOVA UNKNOWN (Humayun's granddaughter) was born to Arshad Ali6 and Nova Ahmed [Ali]5, as shown in family
tree 1.

3. ANORA UNKNOWN (Humayun's granddaughter) was born to Apu Unknown8 and Sila Ahmed7, as shown in family tree 2.

Generation of Children

4. NUHASH HUMAYUN (Humayun's son) was born on 28 February 1990, in Dhaka, Bangladesh, to Humayun Ahmed19 and
Gultekin Khan20, as shown in family tree 3.  Nuhash was educated in Dhaka, Bangladesh (Sunbeams School
2010 High School).  He was educated in Dhaka, Bangladesh (BRAC University Dhaka, Bangladesh).  
The following information is also recorded for Nuhash.  Religion: Muslim; Email:
100004140966078@facebook.com.
Note: B.Sc. (Hons)Physics (Education).

5. NOVA AHMED [ALI] (Humayun's daughter) was born to Humayun Ahmed19 and Gultekin Khan20, as shown in family
tree 3.

6. PROF. ARSHAD ALI (Humayun's daughter's partner).  See family tree 1.
Arshad Ali and Nova Ahmed [Ali]5 had two daughters:

Arisa Unknown1

Anova Unknown2

This family is shown as family tree 1.

7. SILA AHMED (Humayun's daughter) was born to Humayun Ahmed19 and Gultekin Khan20, as shown in family tree 3.

8. APU UNKNOWN (Humayun's son-in-law).  See family tree 2.
Apu Unknown married Sila Ahmed7.  They had one daughter:

Anora Unknown3

This family is shown as family tree 2.

9. BIPASHA AHMED (Humayun's daughter) was born to Humayun Ahmed19 and Gultekin Khan20, as shown in family tree 3.

10. RASHED HUMUYN (Humayun's son) was born to Humayun Ahmed19 and Gultekin Khan20, as shown in family tree 3.
Rashed is no longer living.
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11. LILABOTY UNKNOWN (Humayun's daughter) was born in 2006 to Humayun Ahmed19 and Meher Afroz Shaon
[Ahmed]21, as shown in family tree 4.  Lilaboty died in 2006, as an infant.

12. NISHAD AHMED (Humayun's son) was born on 7 February 2007 to Humayun Ahmed19 and Meher Afroz Shaon
[Ahmed]21, as shown in family tree 4.

13. NINIT AHMED (Humayun's son) was born on 6 September 2010 to Humayun Ahmed19 and Meher Afroz Shaon
[Ahmed]21, as shown in family tree 4.

14. NABIL IQBAL (Humayun's nephew) was born to Jafor Iqbal22 and Yasmeen Haque [Iqbal]23.

15. YESHIM IQBAL (Humayun's niece) was born to Jafor Iqbal22 and Yasmeen Haque [Iqbal]23.

16. APOLA HAIDAR (Humayun's niece) was born to Apole Haidar25 and Sofia Haidar24.

17. SHABNAM AHSAN (Humayun's niece) was born to Ahsan Habib26 and Afroza Amin [Habib]27.

18. TITHI UNKNOWN (Humayun's niece) was born to Abdur Razzak31 and Roksana Ahmed [Razzak]30.

Generation of Peers

19. PROF. HUMAYUN AHMED (The subject of this report) was born on 13 November 1948, in Mohongonj, Netrokona,
Bangladesh, to Fuzuer Rahman Ahmed32 and Aeasha Fuez [Ahmed]33, as shown in family tree 5.  Humayun
was educated in Dhaka Univesity (Humayun Ahmed went to many schools in Sylhet, Comilla, Chittagong,
Dinajpur and Bogra as his father lived in many places upon official assignment. He passed the School
Certificate Examination as a student of Bogra Zilla School in 1965. He stood second in the merit list in the
Rajshahi Education Board. Later he was admitted to the Dhaka College and passed the Intermediate
Examination in 1967. He initially planned to study economics but suddenly changed his mind[citation needed]
and got admitted into the Dhaka University to study Chemistry. He passed both BSc (Honours) and MSc with

First Class. Subsequently he joined the Dhaka University as a Lecturer in the Department of Chemistry. Later he went
abroad to the North Dakota State University in the United States to study for Ph.D. After having studied physical chemistry
for two years he was impressed by the lecture of a professor of polymer chemistry; and eventually secured a Ph.D degree in
polymer chemistry. He returned to Bangladesh and resumed teaching at the Dhaka University. He retired as a teacher around
mid 1990s to devote all his time to writing and production of film).  He was a Humayun Ahmed From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia Jump to: navigation, search 	To comply with Wikipedia's lead section guidelines, the introduction of this
article may need to be rewritten. The reason given is: for a writer of Humayun Ahmed's stature it does not eloquently
describe him. Please discuss this issue on the talk page and read the layout guide to make sure the section will be inclusive
of all essential details. (July 2012) Humayun Ahmed Born 	13 November 1948 Mohongonj, Netrokona, Bangladesh) Died
	19 July 2012 (aged 63)[1] New York City, United States Occupation 	Writer, film director, professor of Chemistry
Nationality 	BangladeshBangladeshi Ethnicity 	Bengali Education 	Ph. D. in polymer chemistry Alma mater 	University of
Dhaka North Dakota State University Genres 	Novel, short story, drama, screenplay, autobiography, column Subjects
	Magic realism, social life, nature's mystery, wish-fulfillment Notable work(s) 	Jostnya O Jononeer Golpo (The Story of a
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Mother and a Moonlit Night) Notable award(s) 	Bangla Academy Award Ekushey Padak Spouse(s) 	Gultekin Ahmed
(1973–2003; divorced) Meher Afroz Shaon (2005–death) Children 	Nova, Sheela, Bipasha, Nuhash, Nishad, Ninit
Relative(s) 	Muhammad Zafar Iqbal (brother) Ahsan Habib (brother) Influenced[show] Humayun Ahmed (Bengali: ; 13
November 1948 – 19 July 2012) was a Bangladeshi author, dramatist, screenwriter, playwright and filmmaker.[2] Ahmed
emerged in the Bengali literary world in the early 1970s and over the subsequent decade became the most popular fiction
writer of the country. His breakthrough occurred with the publication of his first novel, Nondito Noroké in 1972.[3] He was
a former professor of Chemistry at the University of Dhaka, Bangladesh.  Notably, as of February 2004, Ahmed continued to
top the best sellers list of Bangla Academy (Bangladesh) book fair, a feat that had been maintained over the previous two
decades.[4] In 2012 he was appointed as a special adviser to the Bangladesh Mission in the United Nations.[5] As a writer,
Ahmed often displayed a fascination for creating stories around supernatural events; his style was characterized as magic
realism.[6] He is regarded as the the most popular writer in the Bengali language for a century [7] and according to many, he
was even more popular than Sarat Chandra Chattopadhyay. [8] Contents 1 Early life 2 Education and early career 3
Television and film 4 Literary style 5 Awards 6 Death 7 Works 7.1 Films 7.2 Notable television dramas 7.3 Books 7.4
Books 8 References 9 Further reading 10 External links Early life Humayun Ahmed was born in Mohongonj, Netrokona, but
his village home is Kutubpur, Mymensingh,[9] Bangladesh (previously East Pakistan). His father, Faizur Rahman Ahmed, a
police officer and writer, was killed by Pakistani military during the liberation war of Bangladesh in 1971, and his mother is
Ayesha Foyez. Humayun's younger brother, Muhammed Zafar Iqbal, a university professor, is also a writer of mostly
science fiction genre and a newspaper columnist.[10] Another brother, Ahsan Habib, is a painter and the editor of Unmad, a
cartoon magazine. Ahmed was married to Gultekin, granddaughter of Principal Ibrahim Khan[citation needed], in 1973.
Humayun has three daughters and one son with Gultekin. Later he started an affair with a TV serial actress, Meher Afroz
Shaon which lead to divorce of his marraige in 2003. He later married Meher Afroz Shaon in 2005. He has two sons from
this marriage. Education and early career Humayun Ahmed went to many schools in Sylhet, Comilla, Chittagong, Dinajpur
and Bogra as his father lived in many places upon official assignment. He passed the School Certificate Examination as a
student of Bogra Zilla School in 1965. He stood second in the merit list in the Rajshahi Education Board. Later he was
admitted to the Dhaka College and passed the Intermediate Examination in 1967. He initially planned to study economics
but suddenly changed his mind[citation needed] and got admitted into the Dhaka University to study Chemistry. He passed
both BSc (Honours) and MSc with First Class. Subsequently he joined the Dhaka University as a Lecturer in the Department
of Chemistry. Later he went abroad to the North Dakota State University in the United States to study for Ph.D. After having
studied physical chemistry for two years he was impressed by the lecture of a professor of polymer chemistry; and
eventually secured a Ph.D degree in polymer chemistry. He returned to Bangladesh and resumed teaching at the Dhaka
University. He retired as a teacher around mid 1990s to devote all his time to writing and production of film. Television and
film [icon] 	This section requires expansion with: text. (July 2012) His first television drama was "Prothom Prohor" (first
moment) in 1983, directed by Nawazesh Ali Khan.[11]. However Humayun's first drama serial was Ei Shob Din Ratri (Tale
of our daily lives), which achieved substantial popularity and it was followed by the comedy series Bohubrihi, the historical
drama series Ayomoy, and the urban drama series Kothao Keu Nei (There is no one in anywhere). The last one featured a
fictional character of an idealistic gang leader named Baker Bhai, who was wrongly convicted and executed. Baker Bhai
became such a popular character that before the last episode was aired, people across the country brought out processions
protesting his death sentence; public prayers and death anniversaries have been observed for this fictional character by
Ahmed's fans. Nakshatrer Raat (The Night of the Stars) was a long serialized televised drama that explored many facets of
modern human life and relationship.  Ahmed explored the film industry both as an author and director. He directs films
based on his own stories. His first film, "Aguner Parashmoni", based on the liberation war, won the National Film Award in
total eight categories, including Best Picture and Best Director. The theme of the Liberation War often comes across in his
stories, often drawing upon Ahmed's in-depth memories of that war and his father's execution during the war.  Ahmed's film
Shyamal Chhaya was submitted by Bangladesh for Oscar nomination for best foreign language film. This film was also
based on the liberation war of 1971. It portrayed a realistic picture of the liberation war without malice and prejudice.[12]
Ahmed also wrote songs for few of his own films and plays. Some of the notables are titled as Ami Aaj Bhejabo Chokh
Somudrer Joley, Chadni Poshor Ratey and Amaaar Achey Jol. Literary style Unbalanced scales.svg 	The neutrality of this
section is disputed. Please do not remove this message until the dispute is resolved. (December 2011) Until recently Bengali
fiction has largely been dominated by the work and style of Bengali writers from the West Bengal. Humayun Ahmed
distinguished himself with a unique simple literary diction that quickly became popular. His prose style is lucid and he
resorts to dialogues rather than narration by an all-knowing story-teller. As a result his writing was compact and could be
easily understood by a large audience. However, he depended heavily on a few stereotypical characters which behaved in a
predictable way, but are, nevertheless, very popular, because of the romanticism they carry (for example, Himu and some
other madlike characters are available in many of his works). He dealt with rural as well as urban life with equal intensity of
observation. Frequently, he captured contemporary issues in his writings from a different angle. He was an optimist who was
prone to focus on the positive aspects of human beings. His portrayal of a hooligan or a prostitute is usually non-judgmental.
His human touch to stories hugely appeal to emotional Bengali psychology. Also, his storylines often blend reality with
supernatural episodes. This blend is in some ways similar to magic realism. He avoided obscenity and revolt against religion
in clever ways. In the contemporary literary world, perhaps none exists today who writes as spontaneously as Humayun
Ahmed.[13] Awards Lekhak Shibir Prize (1973) Bangla Academy Award (1981) Shishu Academy Award Jainul Abedin
Gold Medal Michael Madhusudan Medal (1987) Bacsas Prize (1988) Humayun Qadir Memorial Prize (1990) National Film
Award (Best Story 1993, Best Film 1994, Best Dialogue 1994) Ekushe Podok (1994) ShelTech Award (2007)[14] Death
[icon] 	This section requires expansion with: text and references. (July 2012) After an eleven-month struggle against
colorectal cancer, he died at Bellevue Hospital in New York City in the United States on 19 July 2012 at 11.20 PM BST.[1]
After 12 sessions of chemotherapy, he had undergone a successful operation in June 2012. He also had a tumor in his liver
which was successfully removed. But after the surgery, he got infected with an unknown virus which quickly spread through
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his body. Shortly after, he was transferred to ICU after losing consciousness and it was there that he was pronounced
dead.[citation needed] Only a day earlier his relatives informed the media that he was in a stable condition with some
complications contrasting an earlier media claim that he was comatose in a critical condition. He was buried at Lichutola
(litchi grove)of Nuhash Polli in Gazipur, Bangladesh.[citation needed] Works Films Name of Film 	Director 	Story
Shonkhonil Karagar 	No 	Yes Aguner proshmoni 	Yes 	Yes Srabon megher din 	Yes 	Yes Dui Duari 	Yes 	Yes
Chondrokotha 	Yes 	Yes Noi no. Bipod shonket 	Yes 	Yes Amar Ache Jol 	Yes 	Yes Nirontor 	No 	Yes Priotomeshu 	No
	Yes Daruchini Dip 	No 	Yes Shamol Chaya 	Yes 	Yes Ghetuputra Kamola 	Yes 	Yes Notable television dramas Akdin
Hothat Abong Einstein Aj Jorir Biye Aj Robibar / Serial Akti Oloukik Vromon Kahini Ai Boishakhe Ai Borshai Ai Shob
Din Ratri / Serial Amra Tin Jon / Sequel Ayomoy / Serial Antorar Baba Angti Badol Diner Prothom Kodom Ful Badla Diner
Gaan Bank Draft Bhoot Bilash Bibaho Bon Kumari Bon Batashi Brihonnola Bohubr.  He resided at dhaka, Bangladesh.
Humayun died (Cancer) on 19 July 2012, aged 63, in USA.  He was buried in Nuhas Polly, Gazipur, Bangladesh.  
The following information is also recorded for Humayun.  Language spoken; Religion: Muslim; Email:
mahbubur_2000@yahoo.com; Internet: Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/writerhumayon.
Humayun married twice.  He was married to Gultekin Khan20 and Meher Afroz Shaon [Ahmed]21.
Notes: 

• Humayun Ahmed 			 			 			 								 				From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 				 								 				 				 														
		 				 					 				 				 								 				     To comply with Wikipedia&#39;s lead section guidelines, the introduction of this article
may need to be rewritten. The reason given is: for a write
r of Humayun Ahmed&#39;s stature it does not eloquently describe him. Please discuss this issue on the talk page and
read the layout guide to make sure t
he section will be inclusive of all essential details. (July 2012)      Humayun Ahmed                     Born 13 November 1948
Mohongonj, Netrokona, Bangladesh)   Died <
td>19 July 2012 (aged 63)[1] New York City, United States   Occupation Writer, film 
director, professor of Chemistry   Nationality Bangladeshi   Ethnicity 
Bengali   Education Ph. D. in polymer chemistry   Alma mater University of Dhaka Nor
th Dakota State University   Genres Novel, short story, drama, screenplay, autobiography, column<
/td>   Subjects Magic realism, social life, nature&#39;s mystery, wish-fulfillment   N
otable work(s) Jostnya O Jononeer Golpo (The Story of a Mother and a Moonlit Night)   Notable award(s) Bangla
Academy Award Ekushey Pad
ak   Spouse(s) Gultekin Ahmed (1973&ndash;2003; divorced) Meher Afroz Shaon (2005&ndash;death)   Children Nova,
Sheela, Bipasha, Nuhash, Nishad, Ninit   Relative(s) Muhammad Zafar Iqbal (brother) Ahsan Habib (brother)     
Influenced[show]      Humayun Ahmed (Bengali:               ; 1
3 November 1948 &ndash; 19 July 2012) was a Bangladeshi author, dramatist, screenwriter, playwright and
filmmaker.[2]  Ahmed emerged in the Bengali literary world in the early 1970s and over  the subsequent decade became
the most popular fiction writer of the  country. His br
eakthrough occurred with the publication of his first  novel, Nondito Norok&eacute; in 1972.[3] He was a former
professor of Chemistry at the University of Dhaka, Bangladesh. Notably, as of February 2004, Ahmed continued to t
op the best sellers list of Bangla Academy (Bangladesh) book fair, a feat that had been maintained over the previous tw
o decades.[4] In 2012 he was appointed as a special adviser 
to the Bangladesh Mission in the United Nations.[5] As a writer, Ahmed often displayed a fascination for creating stories
around supernatural events; his style was characterized as magic realism.[6] He is regarded as the the most popular
writer in the Bengali language for a century [7] and according to many, he was even more popular than Sarat Chandra
Chattopadhyay. [8]     Contents  1 Early life2 Education and early career3 Television and film4 Literary style5 Awards6
Death7 Works 7.1 Films
7.2 Notable television 
dramas7.3 Books7.4 Books 8 References9 Further reading10 External links     Early life Humayun Ahmed was born in
Mohongonj, Netrokona, but his village home 
is Kutubpur, Mymensingh,[9
] Bangladesh (previously East
 Pakistan). His father, Faizur Rahman Ahmed, a police officer and writer, was killed by Pakistani military during the
liberation war of Bangladesh in 1971, and his mother is Ayesha Foyez. Humayun&#39;s younger brother, Muhammed
Zafar Iqbal, a university professor, is also a writer of mostly science fiction genre and a newspaper columnist.[10]
Another brother, Ahsan Habib, is a painter and the editor of Unmad, a cartoon magazine. Ahmed was married to
Gultekin, granddaughter of Principal Ibrahim 
Khan[citation needed
],  in 1973. Humayun has three daughters and one son with Gultekin. Later  he started an affair with a TV serial actress,
Meher Afroz Shaon which  lead to divorce of his marraige in 2003. He lat
er married Meher Afroz  Shaon in 2005. He has two sons from this marriage.  Education and early career Humayun
Ahmed went to many schools in Sylhet, Co
milla, Chittagong,  Dinajpur and Bogra as his father lived in many places upon official  assignment. He passed the
School Certificate Examination as a student of  Bogra Zilla School in 1965. He stood 
second in the merit list in the  Rajshahi Education Board. Later he was admitted to the Dhaka College and passed the
Inte
rmediate Examination in 1967. He initially planned to study economics but suddenly changed his mind[citation needed]
and got admitted into the Dhaka University to study Chemistry. He passed both BSc (Honours) and MSc  with First
Class. Subsequently he joined the Dhaka University as a  Lecturer in the Department of Chemistry. Late
r he went abroad to the North Dakota State University in the United States to study for <
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a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doctor_of_Philosophy" title="Doctor of Philosophy">Ph.D.  After having studied
physical chemistry for two years he was impressed  by the lecture of a professor
 of polymer chemistry; and eventually  secured a Ph.D degree in polymer chemistry. He returned to Bangladesh  and
resumed teaching at the Dhaka University. He retired as a teacher  around mid 1990s to
 devote all his time to writing and production of  film.  Television and film    This section requires expansion with: text.
(July 2012)   His first television drama was &quo
t;Prothom Prohor&quot; (first moment) in 1983, directed by Nawazesh Ali Khan.[11]
. However Humayun&#39;s first drama serial was Ei Shob Din Ratri (Tale of our daily lives), which achieved
substantial popularity and it was followed by the comedy series B
ohubrihi, the historical drama series Ayomoy, and the urban drama series Kothao Keu Nei (There is no one in
anywhere). The last one featured a fictional character of an
 idealistic gang leader named Baker Bhai, who was wrongly convicted and executed. Baker Bhai  became such a popular
character that before the last episode was aired,  people across t
he country brought out processions protesting his death  sentence; public prayers and death anniversaries have been
observed for  this fictional character by Ahmed&#39;s fans. Nakshatrer Raat
 (The Night of the Stars) was a long serialized televised drama that explored many facets of modern human life and
relationship. Ahmed explored the film industry both as an author and 
director. He  directs films based on his own stories. His first film, &quot;Aguner  Parashmoni&quot;, based on the
liberation war,  won the National Film Award in total eight categories, including Best  Picture and Best Director. The
theme of the Liberation War often comes  across in his stories,
 often drawing upon Ahmed&#39;s in-depth memories of  that war and his father&#39;s execution during the war.
Ahmed&#39;s film Shyamal Chhaya was submitted by Bangladesh for Oscar nomination for best foreign language film.
This film was also based on the liberation war of 1971. It portrayed a realistic picture of the liberation war without
malice and prejudice.[12] Ahmed also wrote songs for few of his own films and plays. Some of the notables are titled as
Ami 
Aaj Bhejabo Chokh Somudrer Joley, Chadni Poshor Ratey and Amaaar Achey Jol.  Literary style      The neutrality of
this section is disputed<
/strong>. Please do not remove this message until the dispute is resolved. (December 2011)    Until recently Bengali
fiction has largely been dominated by the work  and style of Bengali 
writers from the West Bengal. Humayun Ahmed  distinguished himself with a unique simple literary diction that quickly
became popular. His prose style is lucid and he resorts to dialogues  rather than
 narration by an all-knowing story-teller. As a result his  writing was compact and could be easily understood by a large
audience.  However, he depended heavily on a few stereotypical characters whic
h  behaved in a predictable way, but are, nevertheless, very popular,  because of the romanticism they carry (for
example, Himu and some other  madlike characters are available in many of his works). 
He dealt with  rural as well as urban life with equal intensity of observation.  Frequently, he captured contemporary
issues in his writings from a  different angle. He was an optimist who was prone t
o focus on the  positive aspects of human beings. His portrayal of a hooligan or a  prostitute is usually non-judgmental.
His human touch to stories hugely  appeal to emotional Bengali  psychology. Also, his storylines often blend reality with
supernatural  episodes. This blend is in some ways similar to magic realism
. He  avoided obscenity and revolt against religion in clever ways. In the  contemporary literary world, perhaps none
exists today who writes as  spontaneously as Humayun Ahmed.
[13]  Awards Lekhak Shibir Prize (1973)
Bangla Academy Award (1981)Shishu Academy AwardJainul Abedin Gold MedalMicha
el Madhusudan Medal (1987)Bacsas Prize (1988)Humayun Qadir Memorial Prize (1990)National Film Award (Best
Story 1993, Best Film 1994, Best Dialogue 1994)Ekushe Podo
k (1994)ShelTech Award (2007)[14]  Death   
 This section requires expansion wit
h: text and references. (July 2012)   After an eleven-month struggle against colorectal cancer, he died at Bellevue
Hospital in New York City in the United States on 19 July 2012 at 11.20 PM BST.[1]  After 12 sessions of chemotherapy,
he had undergone a successful  operation in June 2012. He also had a tumor in his liver which was  successfully
removed. But after the surgery,
 he got infected with an  unknown virus which quickly spread through his body. Shortly after, he  was transferred to ICU
after losing consciousness and it was there that  he was pronounced dead.[citation needed]  O
nly a day earlier his relatives informed the media that he was in a  stable condition with some complications contrasting
an earlier media  claim that he was comatose in a critical condition. He was b
uried at  Lichutola (litchi grove)of Nuhash Polli in Gazipur, Bangladesh.[citation needed]  Works  Films   Name of Film
Director Story   Shonkhonil Karagar No Yes   Aguner proshmoni Yes Yes   Srabon megher din Yes Yes   Dui Duari Yes
Yes   Chondrokotha Yes Yes   
Noi no. Bipod shonket Yes Yes   Amar Ache Jol Yes Yes   Nirontor No Yes   Priotomeshu No Yes   Daruchini Dip No Yes
Shamol Chaya Yes Yes   Ghetuputra Kamola Yes Yes    Notable television dramas  Akdin HothatAbong EinsteinAj Jorir
Bi
yeAj Robibar / SerialAkti Oloukik Vromon KahiniAi BoishakheAi BorshaiAi Shob Din Ratri / SerialAmra Tin Jon /
SequelAyomoy / Serial<
li>Antorar BabaAngtiBadol Diner Prothom Kodom FulBadla Diner GaanBank DraftBhoot BilashBibahoBon
KumariBon BatashiBriho
nnolaBohubrihi / SerialBonooBua BilashChader Aloy Koyekjon JubokCherager DoittoChipa VootChele
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DekhaChorChoitro Diner G
aanChondro GrohonChondro KarigorChondro GrostoDurottoDui Du Konay CharEkaEki KandoEnayet Alir SagolGoni
Shaheber Shesh 
KichudinGondhoGriho Shukh Private LimitedGuninHabiber ShongsharHablonger BazarHamid Miar IjjotHimu /
SequelIblishJahir 
KarigorJibon JaponJosnar FoolJoota BabaJootar BakshoJoituriJomunar Jol Dekhte KaloJol TorongoJolay Bhasha
PodmoKala Koi
tor / SerialKakaruKhoab NogorKothao Keo Naei / SerialKonay DekhaKuhokMajhe Majhe Tobo Dekha PaiMegh
Boleche Jabo Jabo / SerialMi
ssed CallMofiz Miar ChoritroMontri Mohodoyer AgomomNatto Mongoler KothaNim FulNogoray DoittoNitu Tomake
Valobashi / 2 EpisodesNuruddin Sh
orno PodokOchin Ragini / 3 EpisodesOnushondhanOpenti BioscopeOporanhoOtoppor Shuvo BibahoPaapPathorProject
HimalayaPodm
oPushpo KothaRumali / SerialRupkothaRupar GhontaRupali Ratri / 3 EpisodesShonar KoloshShobai Geche
BonayShowkot Shaheber Gari Ke
naRubiks CubeRupali Nokhkhotro / 3 EpisodesShopno Abong Shopno BhongoShomudro Bilash Private LimitedSuriTara
Tin Jon / SequelTritio Noyon
Turuper TashVejabo Chokh Shomudrer JolayWang PiZinda Kobor24 Carat Man   Books  1971Antorar BabaAnando
Bedonar KabyaAmader Shada BariAmra Keo Bashay NeiAaj Ami Kotha
o JabonaAmi Abong AmraAaj Chitrar BiaAsmanira Tin BoneAngul Kata JogluAnonto NakhatrobithiAshokAmar Priyo
Bhoutik GolpoAmar Apon
 AdharAyomoyAdbhoot Shob GolpoAi Megh Rodro ChhayaAkash Jora MeghAshaBoriAyna GhorAkjon Himu Koyekti
Jhijhi PokaAmi Misir AliAmi Abong Koyekti ProjapotiAaj Himur BieAnil Bagchir EkdinAmar Achhe JolAbong
HimuBlack FridayBrikkha KothaBadsha NamdarBi
podBagh Bondi Misir AliBashorBhoyBohubrihiBotol BhootBrishti BilasBadol Diner Ditiyo KodomfulBrihonnolaBall
Point<
li>Brishti O MeghomalaChokkhe Amar TrishnaChaya BithiChader Aloi Koyekjon JubokCheletaChole Jai Boshonter
DinDiner ShesheDitiyo ManobDui DuariDebiDorjar OpasheDekha Na DekhaDighir Jole Kaar ChhayagoDaru Chini
DipEmaEki KandoEle BeleEi Shubhro! Ei<
/li>Ekjon MayabotiEkti Cycle Ebong Koyekti Dahuk PakhiFiha ShomikaronFeraGouripur JunctionHimu Ebong
Harward PHD Boltu BhaiHimu MamaH
imu RimandeHimu Abong Ekti Russian PoriHimur Ekanto SakkhatkarHimur Babar KothamalaHimur Madhya
DupurHimur Neel JochnaHimur Hate Koyekta Neel Padd
oHolud Himu Kalo RabHimuHimur Ditio ProhorHotel Grever InnHarton IskapoIreenaJokhon Nambe AdharJodio
ShondhaJonosha O J
ononir GolpoJashoha Brikhher DesheJalil Shaheber PititionJibon Krishno Memorial High SchoolJol JochhnaJol
PaddoKalo JadukorKuhurani<
li>Kath PencilKe Kotha KoyKichhu ShoishobKuhukKichhukkhonKrishno PakkoKohen Kobi KalidashKutu
MiaKobiKothao Keo NaiLipiLilabotiLilua BatashMegher Upor BariMisir Alir ChoshmaMisir Alir Omimangshito
RohoshshoMisir Ali Apni KothayManobiMojar
 BhootMagic MunshiMegh Boleche Jobo JaboModdhanoMondrosoptokMegher ChhayaMoyurakkhiMrinmoyer Mon
Bhalo NaiMrinmoyiMatal
 HowyaNew york Er Nil Akashe Jhokjhoke RodNaboniNeeNeel AparijitaNondito NorokeNeel
ManushNishithiniNishadNirbachito Bh
ooter GolpoNeel HatiNirbashonOnishOphorannoOnno BhubanOmanushOmega PointOpekkhaOndho Karer GanOchin
PurOnno DinProthom ProhorPayer Tolay KhoromPufiParaparParul O Tinti KukurPutulPriotomeshuPokaPakhi Amar
Ekla Pakhi<
li>Premer GolpoPaapRos Kos Singara Bulbuli MostokRong PencilRaboner Deshe Ami Ebong AmraRumaliRupar
PalonnkoRupali DipRupali Rat
riRupaRodon Bhora E BoshontoShankhoneel KaragarShey Ashe DhireShubhroShei Din ChoitromasShe O NortokiSobai
Gaychhe Bone
Shaj GharSokol Kata Dhonno KoreShourobhShamol ChayaShunnoSubhro Gaychhe BoneSanaullar MohabipodTin
Doblew (W)Tondra Bilash<
li>Tomader Ai NogoreTithir Nil ToyaleTomader Jonno ValobashaTomakeTumi Amai Deke Chile Chutir
NimontroneTara Tin JonThe ExorsictTetul Bon
e JochhnaUral PonkiUthon Periye Dui Paa   Books In English 1971: A
 Novel. Dhaka, Bangladesh: Mowla Bros.. 1993. ISBN 9789844100138.In Blissfull Hell. Dhaka, Bangla
desh: Somoi Prokashan. 1993. ISBN 9789844580459.Gouripur Junction. Dhaka, Bangladesh: Anyaprokash. 200
7. ISBN 9789848684382.  References  ^ a b &quot;Humayun Ahmed dies&quot;. Bdnews24.com. 2012-07-19
. Retrieved 2012-07-19.^ priyodesk (13). &quot;Humayun 
Ahmed turns 63- Absence makes the heart grow fonder&quot; (in English). priyo.com. Priyo. Retrieved 23 March 2012.^
Annexoid (1990-2012). &quot;Biography for Humayun Ahmed&quot;. imdb.com. IMDb.com, Inc.. Retr
ieved 23 March 2012.^ Ahsan, Shamim (2004-02-21). &quot;A Grand Convergence of Minds&
quot;. The Daily Star. Retrieved 2009-06-
11.^ The Daily Star. Retrieved 14 January, 2012.
^ Faizul Latif Chowdhury (2007), Review of Lilaboti, Prothom Alo, Dha
ka.^ 
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Mustafa, Sabir (2012-07-20). &quot;BBC News - Bangladesh&#39;s most enduring storyteller&quot;. Bbc.co.
uk. Retrieved 2012-07-25.^ &quot;&lsquo;End of a new era in Bengali literature&rsquo;&quot;.
Theindependentbd.com. Retrieved 2012-07-25.^ Earlier Netrokona was a sub-d
ivision of Mymensingh district.^ Shamim Ahsan&nbs
p;: Igniting Children&#39;s Imagination, The Daily Star, Vol. 1, No. 112, 2003, Dhaka^ &lt;http://www.prothom
-alo.com/detail/date/2012-07-26/news/276774&gt;^ Shukla Mirza, &#39;Kudos to Humayun Ahmed&#39;, The Daily
Star, 10
 december 2004, Dhaka.^ Cho
wdhury, F. L. Humayun Ahmed : A Short Introduction, Desh Prokshan, 2006, Dhaka.^ [1][dead link]   Further reading
&quo
t;Humayun Ahmed, 1948-&quot;. The South Asian Literary Recordings Project. The Library of Congress. October 6,
2010. Retrieved March 12, 2012.  External links    Wikimedia Commons has media related to: Humayun Ahmed
Humayun Ahmed Bangladeshi Bangla Natok (list of television productions)Humayun Ahmed at the Internet Movie
Database       .

• Link name: Humauyn Ahmed, Link URL:
http://bn.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E0%A6%B9%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BC%E~
0%A7%82%E0%A6%A8_%E0%A6%86%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%A6.

• Ph. D. in polymer chemistry (Education).
• bangla, English (Language spoken).

Citations: 
• Source 1.  Unreliable or estimated

Death    This section requires expansion with: text and references. (July 2012)   After an eleven-month struggle against
colorectal cancer, he died at Bellevue Hospital in New York City in the United States on 19 July 2012 at 11.20 
PM BST.[1]  After 12 sessions of chemotherapy, he had undergone a successful  operation in June 2012. He also had a
tumor in his liver which was  successfully removed. B
ut after the surgery, he got infected with an  unknown virus which quickly spread through his body. Shortly after, he  was
transferred to ICU after losing consciousness and it was there that  he was p
ronounced dead.[citation needed]  Only a day earlier his relatives informed the media that he was in a  stable condition
with some complications contrasting an earlier media  claim that he was comatose in a critica
l condition. He was buried at  Lichutola (litchi grove)of Nuhash Polli in Gazipur, Bangladesh.[citation needed].

• Source 1, page http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Humayun_Ahmed#Education_and_early_career.  Reliability level: 4
<h2><span class="mw-headline">Death</span></h2> <table border="0" class="metadata plainlinks ambox
mbox-small-left ambox-content"> <tbody><tr> <td class="mbox-image"><a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/w
iki/File:Wiki_letter_w_cropped.svg" class="image"><img
src="http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/1/1c/Wiki_letter_w_cropped.svg/20px-Wiki_letter_w_crop~
ped.svg.png"
alt="[icon]" width="2
0" height="14" /></a></td> <td class="mbox-text"><span class="mbox-text-span">This section requires <a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Humayun_Ahmed&amp;action=edit" class="external te
xt">expansion</a> with: text and references. <em>(July 2012)</em></span></td> </tr> </tbody></table>
<p>After an eleven-month struggle against <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colorectal_cancer" 
title="Colorectal cancer">colorectal cancer</a>, he died at <a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bellevue_Hospital_Center" title="Bellevue Hospital Center">Bellevue Hospital</a>
in <a href="http://en
.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_City" title="New York City">New York City</a> in the <a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States" title="United States">United States</a> on 19 July 2012 at 11.20 
PM <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bangladesh_Standard_Time" title="Bangladesh Standard
Time">BST</a>.<sup class="reference"><a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Humayun_Ahmed#cite_note-Death-0

"><span>[</span>1<span>]</span></a>  After 12 sessions of chemotherapy, he had undergone a successful
operation in June 2012. He also had a tumor in his liver which was  successfully removed. B
ut after the surgery, he got infected with an  unknown virus which quickly spread through his body. Shortly after, he  was
transferred to ICU after losing consciousness and it was there that  he was p
ronounced dead.<sup style="white-space: nowrap" class="Template-Fact">[<em><a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Citation_needed" title="Wikipedia:Citation needed"><span>citation
needed</spa
n></a></em>]  Only a day earlier his relatives informed the media that he was in a  stable condition with some
complications contrasting an earlier media  claim that he was comatose in a critica
l condition. He was buried at  Lichutola (litchi grove)of Nuhash Polli in Gazipur, Bangladesh.<sup style="white-space:
nowrap" class="Template-Fact">[<em><a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedi
a:Citation_needed" title="Wikipedia:Citation needed"><span>citation needed</span></a></em>]</p> 
(Education).
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20. GULTEKIN KHAN (Humayun's wife) was born to Habibur Rahman Khan41 and Mother of Gultekin Khan42.  See family
tree 3.
[See also: Indirectly Related via Gultekin Khan]

Humayun Ahmed19, aged about 24, married Gultekin Khan in 1973 in Dhaka, Bangladesh, and they
were divorced in 2003, when Humayun was aged 54.  They had five children:

Nuhash Humayun4 in 1990
Nova Ahmed [Ali]5

Sila Ahmed7

Bipasha Ahmed9

Rashed Humuyn10

This family is shown as family tree 3.
21. MEHER AFROZ SHAON [AHMED] (Humayun's wife) was born to Mohmmad Ali51 and Tohora Ali52.  See family tree 4.

[See also: Indirectly Related via Meher Afroz Shaon [Ahmed]]
Humayun Ahmed19, aged about 56, married Meher Afroz Shaon [Ahmed] in 2005 in Dhaka,
Bangladesh.  They had three children:

Lilaboty Unknown11 in 2006
Nishad Ahmed12 in 2007
Ninit Ahmed13 in 2010

This family is shown as family tree 4.

22. PROF. JAFOR IQBAL (Humayun's brother) was born on 23 December 1952, in Sylhet, Bangladesh, to Fuzuer Rahman
Ahmed32 and Aeasha Fuez [Ahmed]33, as shown in family tree 5.  Jafor was educated (He passed SSC exam
from Bogra Zilla School in 1968 and HSC exam from Dhaka College in 1970. He earned his BSc in physics
from Dhaka University in 1976. Then Iqbal went to University of Washington to obtain his PhD. He earned the
degree in 1982. He worked as a post-doctoral researcher at California Institute of Technology (Caltech) from
1983 to 1988. He then joined Bell Communications Research (Bellcore), a separate corporation from the Bell
Labs, which is now known as Telcordia Technologies, as a Research Scientist. He left the institute in 1994 and
joined the faculty of the Department of Computer Science and Engineering of Shahjalal University of Science

and Technology).  He became a He joined the faculty of the Department of Computer Science and Engineering of Shahjalal
University of Science and Technology, Physicist, writer, columnist in Sylet, Bangladesh.  He resided at Professor M Zafar
Iqbal, Academic Building 'A' Room 219 (1st Floor)Shahjalal University of Science and Technology, sylhet, 3114,
Bangladesh.
The following information is also recorded for Jafor.  Activities; Language spoken; Favorite books; Religion: Muslim;
Nationality: Bangladeshi; Email: mzi@sust.edu; Internet: Website (personal):
http://www.thedailystar.net/suppliments/ekush04/ekush03.html#08; Internet: Website (work):
http://www.sadasidhekotha.com/; Internet: Website (work):
http://bn.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AE%E0~
%A6%A6_%E0%A6%9C%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AB%E0%A6%B0_%E0%A6%87%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%AC%E0~
%A6%BE%E0%A6%B2;
Telephone: +880 821 714479 ext 154.
Notes: 

•  Muhammed Zafar Iqbal 			 			 			 								 				From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia       Muhammad Zafar Iq
bal      Born  December 23, 1952 (age 59) Sylhet, Bangladesh
   Occupation Physicist, writer, columnist   Nationality<
/th> Bangladeshi   Ethnicity Bengali   Alma mater   University of DhakaUniversity of Washington     Spouse(s) Yasmeen
Haque (1978-present)   Children   Nabil IqbalYeshim Iqbal     Relative(s) Humayun Ahmed (brother) Ahsan Habib
(brother)   Muhammed Zafar Iqbal (Sy
lheti, Bengali:                   ) (born December 23, 1952) is a 
Bangladeshi scientist, writer of science-fiction, childr
en&#39;s books, and also a well-known columnist. He is currently a professor of CSE and EEE departmen
t at Shahjalal University of Science and Technology.[1]     Contents  1 Early life2 Aca
demic career3 Persona
l life4 Literary wor
ks 4.1 Science ficti
on4.2 Child
ren&#39;s adventures4.3 Math and science4.4 <
span class="toctext">Newspaper column compilations
4.5 Autobiography4.6 Other works 5 See also6 References7 Further reading8 External links     Early life Muhammed
Zafar Iqbal was born on 23 December 1952 in Sylhet.  His father, Foyzur Rahman Ahmed, was a police officer. Because
of his  father&#39;s occupation, he traveled to various parts of the country as a 
 child. Zafar Iqbal was inspired by his father for writing at an early  life.[citation needed] He wrote his first science
fiction work at the age of seven.[citation needed]  On 5 May 1971, the Pakistan Army captured his father a
nd killed him in  front of a river. Iqbal had to dig his father&rsquo;s grave to convince his  mother of her
husband&#39;s death.[citation needed]  Academic career H
e passed SSC exam from Bogra Zilla School in 1968 and H
SC exam from Dhaka College in 1970. He earned his BSc in physics from Dhaka University in 1976. Then Iqbal went to 
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University of Washington to obtain his PhD. He earned the degree in 1982. He worked as a post-doctoral 
researcher at California Institute of Technology (Caltech) from 1983 to 1988. H
e then joined Bell Communications Research (Bellcore), a separate corpo
ration from the Bell Labs, which is now known as Telcordia Technologies, as a Research Scientist. He left the institute in
1994 and joined the faculty of the Department of Computer Science and E
ngineering of Shahjalal University of Science and Technolog
y.[2]  Personal life     Muhammed Zafar
 Iqbal with his wife, Yasmeen Haque   Iqbal married Yasmeen Haque in 1978.[citation needed] She is currently serving
as the head of the Department of Physics at Shahjalal University of 
Science and Technology.[3] They have two children - son Nabil and
 daughter Yeshim. Yeshim translated the book Amar Bondhu Rashed (Rashed, My Friend) written by her father.
Iqbal&#39;s elder brother, Humayun Ahmed, was a writer and film-maker. Humayun Ahmed passed away after a
nine-month s
truggle against colorectal cancer on the 19th of July, 2012.[4] His y
ounger brother, Ahsan Habib, is the editor of the satirical magazine, <
a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unmad" title="Unmad">Unmad (Mad) and a cartoonist.[citation needed]
Muhammad Zafar Iqbal in a TV ta
lk show set with Intel VP John E. Davies at Dhaka, Bangladesh (2011)    Literary works  Science fiction<
/h3> Kopotr&ocirc;nic Shukh Dukkho (Bengali:              -   
 ) (Copotronic Joy and Sorrow, 1976)M&ocirc;hakashe M&ocirc;hatrash (Bengali:  à
¦¹              )(Peril in Space, 1977)Krugo (Bengali:  
     )(1988)Biggani S&ocirc;fdor Alir M&ocirc;ha M&ocirc;ha Abishkar (Bengali: <
span>                                   )(The Great Inventions of Sofdor Ali the Scientist, 1992)Tukunjil (Bengali:         ) (Tukunzeel,
1993)Omikr&ocirc;nik Rupant&ocirc;r (Bengali:                   ) (Omicronic metamorphosis, 1993)Sis
tem Ediphas (Bengali:               ) (System Edifas)Pri (Bengali:   ) (Earth, 1997)Taitr&ocirc;n Ekti Groher Nam (Bengali:
,                ) (Titron, the Name of a Planet, 1988)
Ekjon Otimanobi (Bengali:              ) (A Superwoman)N
&ocirc;y N&ocirc;y Sunno Tin (Bengali:                  ) (Nine Nine 
Zero Three)Chromium &Ocirc;ronno (Bengali:                 ) (The Cromium Forest)Metsis (Bengali:       ) (Metsys,
1999)Nish&ocirc;ngo Grohochari (Bengali
:                 ) (The Lonely Planetary Traveler)J&ocirc;loj (Bengali:    ) (Born in Water, 2000)Robon&ocirc;gori
(Bengali: 
       ) (A City of Robots)Ir&ocirc;n (Bengali:    ) (Eer
on)Project Nebiula (Bengali:                ) (Project N
ebula, 2001)&Ocirc;bonil (Bengali:      ) (Infra-blue, 2004)F
obiner Jatri (Bengali:                  ) (The Traveller of Fobea
n)Ruhan Ruhan (Bengali:            ) (2006)Nayira (Bengali:        ) (Nayeera)Sayra Scientist (Bengali:                    ) (Saira
The Scientist)Shahnaj O k&ecirc;pten 
Dabliu (Bengali:                         ) (Shahnaz and
 Captain W)Tratuler J&ocirc;got (Bengali:              ) (Tr
atul&#39;s World)(2002) rini ri Rashimala (Bengali:              
      ) (The Trinitry Sequence) (1995) uki O Jhayer (Pray) Dushshahoshik Obhijan (Bengali:               (      )                 )
(The (Almost) Dauntless Adventures of Tuki and Jha)Jara
 Bayob&ocirc;t (Bengali:             ) (The Biological Robots) (1993)<
li>Onur&ocirc;n Golok (Bengali:           ) (Resonance Orb)(1996)<
em>Amra O Kr&ecirc;b Nebiula (Bengali:                       ) (The Crab Nebula and Hog Plum, 2000)&Ocirc;ndhokarer
Groho (Bengali:       
        ) (Planet of Darkness)(2008)Biggani &Ocirc;nik Lumba (Bengali:                     ) ([Anik Lumba the Scientist])Icaras
(2009) (Bengali:       ) (Icarus)&Ocirc;ctopaser Chokh (Bengali:               ) (The Eyes Of Octopus, 2009)J&ocirc;lmanob
(Bengali:       ) [Man of Water] (2007)Phiniks (Bengali:        ) (Phoenix)Shuhaner Sh&ocirc;pno (Bengali:             )
(Suhan&#39;s dream)Beji (Bengali:     ) (Mongoose)Robonishi (Bengali:       à
¦¿) (2010)Prodiji (Bengali:        )) (2011) (Prodiji)
Keplar 22B (Bengali:              )) (2011) (Keplar 22B)  Children&#39;s adventures Amar Bondhu Rashed (Bengali:                 )
(Rashed My Friend) iPhone 
&amp; iPad ebookAmi Topu (Bengali:        ) (I am Topu)
Aadh Dojon School (Bengali:             )Bachcha Bhoyonkor Kachc
ha Bhoyonkor (Bengali:                            ) (Children Are Dangerous)Bokulappu (Bengali:          )
Brishtir Thikana (Bengali:               ) (Address of Rain)Bubuner Baba (Bengali:             ) (Bubun&#39;s
Father)Chelemanushi (Bengali:           ) (Childish)Dipu Number Two (Bengali:                )Dosshi Kojon (Bengali:        &#39;
 ) (Little Pirates)Dushto Cheler Dol (Bengali:                ) (Naughty Boys&#39; Gang)Hatkata Robin (Bengali:             )Jarul
Chowdhurir Manikjorr (Bengali:                        )Kajoler Dinratri (Bengali:                 ) (Day and Night of Kajol)Kaabil
Kohkafi (Bengali:              )Litu Brittanto (Bengali:               ) (Story of Litu)Nat-Boltu (Bengali:    -     )Nitu O Taar
Bondhura (Bengali:                   ) (Nitu and Her Friends)Raju O Agunalir Bhoot (Bengali:                    ) (Raju and the
Ghost of Agunali)Schooler Naam Pothochari (Bengali:                   ) (A School named Pothochari)T-Rexer
 Sondhane (Bengali:   -               ) (In Search of T-Rex)
Tinni o Bonna (Bengali:               ) (Tinni and Bonna)Rasha (Bengali:     ) (2010)Mayetir nam Narina (Bengali:                    )
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(a Girl named Narina)(2009)Labu elo shohore
 (Bengali:              ) (Labu comes to town)Rup-Rupali (Bengali:    -      ) (2012)  Math and scien
ce Dekha Alor Na Dekha Rup (Bengali:                 à
¦¾    ) (Seen Light Unseen Charm) (1986)Neurone Onuronon (Bengali: à¦
¨            ) (with Mohammad Kaykobad)(2002)Neurone Abaro Onuronon (Bengali:                    ) (with Mohammad
Kaykobad)(2003)
Gonit Abong Aro Gonit (Bengali:                  ) (Maths
 and More Maths) (with Zakaria Swapan)Bigganer Eksho Mojar Khela (Bengali:    à§
•                   ) (100 Interesting Games of Science)Goniter Moja, Mojar Gonit (Bengali:                     ) (Fun of Math,
Funny Math)Aktukhani Bigyan (Bengali:                 ) (A Little Science) (2007)Theory Of Relati
vity (Bengali:                    ) (2008)Quantum 
Mechanics (Bengali:                     ) (2009) [5]Aro Aktukhani Bigyan (Bengali:                     ) ( &Aacute; little bit more
science)bigyan o gonit shomogro (Bengali:                  ) (collection of science and math)(2011)
  Newspaper column compilations 2030 Saler Ekdin O Onnano (B
engali:                            ) (A Day in 2030 and others)Dhaka Namer Sohor O Onnano (Bengali:                          ) (A City
named Dhaka and others)Sadasidh
e Kotha (Bengali:             ) (Simple talk)Aro Ekti Bijoy Ch
ai (Bengali:                   ) (Seek another victory)Ek Tukro Lal Sobuj Kapor (Bengali:                        
) (A piece of red green cloth)Ekhono Sopno Dekhay (Bengali:            
       ) (Still shows dream)  Autobiography Rongin Choshma (Bengali:          ) [Colorful Glasses]  Other works Pret
(Bengali:      ) (The Spirit)Tomader Prosno Amar Uttor (Bengali:                          ) (Your questions,my answers)Beesh
Bochor
 Pore (Bengali:            ) (As an editor)Dusuopner Ditio Prohor<
/em> (Bengali:                           ) (The Second
 Phase of a Nightmare)Muhabbat Alir Ekdin (Bengali:               à
¦¦  ) (A Day of Muhabbat Ali)Chhayaleen (Bengali:         )Akash Bariye Dao (Bengali:                  )Biborno Tushar
(Bengali:             ) (Withering Snow)O
 (Bengali:  )Danob (Bengali:     ) [Monster](2009)Pishachini (Bengali:         ) (Cruel Witch)Modhya Ratrite Tinjon
Durbhaga Torun (Bengali<
/a>:                                 )Sobuj Valvet (Bengali:            ) (Green Valvet)Himghore Ghum O Onnanno(Bengali:                      )Bijoyee
Hobe Bangladesh(Bangladesh will be Victroious)(Bengali:                   )Omanush(Bengali:       )Ak Tukra Lal Shobuj
Kapor(2010)(Bengali:                        )America(Bengali:        )Desher Baire D  }})(Bengali:  à
§‡             )Prithibir Baire Prethbi(Bengali:   à¦
¥                 )Nihshongo Bochon(Lonely Words)(Bengali: <
span>           )Natok Shomogro(Bengali:         à
§• )Ratuler Raat Ratuler Din(Bengali:                 
       ) iPhone &amp; iPad ebookAdhunik Is
hoper Golpo(Bengali:                  )Boishakher Haha
kar&quot;(Bengali:                )Koyti Mojar Ghotona(Bengali:                )Doler Naam Black Dragon(Bengali:                      )Meku
Kahini(Bengali:            )Muktijuddher Itihas(Bengali:                     )Probashe Ditio Jibon(Bengali:
)Shikkhasofor(Bengali:           )Shuvo Jonmodin(Bengali:            )Swapno(Bengali:       )Smriti(Bengali:       )Srijons
hil Anondo(Bengali:              )Tottho Projuktir Jonno Vas
hashikkha(Bengali:                               à
¦¾)Akti Mrittudanda(Bengali:                ) Also notable that many famous dramas and cinemas of Bangladesh were made
based on novels of Muhammed Jafar Iqbal namely Shukno Ful-Rongin Ful, Bubuner Baba, Hat Kata Ro
bin, Shat Char Dui, Dipu Number Two, Amar Bondhu Rashed, and Ekti Shundor Shokal.  He has also written some
dramas for different television channels.  Notably,
 an animated film was made a year ago on his science fiction Tratuler Jogot.  See also  Biography portal  References  ^
&quot;Faculty Members; Shahjalal University of Science &amp; Technology&quot;. Sust.edu. Retrieved 2012-05-18.^
Haider, Mahtab (2006-01-01). &quot;Muha
mmed Zafar Iqbal:A life in quantum leap&quot;. The New Age.[dead link]^<
/a> Shahjalal University of Science and Tech
nology website[dead link]^ &quot;Humayun Ahmed dies   Bangladesh&quot;. bdnews24.com. 2012-07-19<
span class="reference-accessdate">. Retrieved 2012-07-23.^ [1][dead link] 
  Further reading Iqbal, Muhammed Zafar (2004). &quot;Doing Science in Bangla&quot;. The Daily Star. Retrieved
March 12, 2012.  <
span class="mw-headline">External links Official website of Iqbal.

• Link name:        _    _     , Link URL:
http://bn.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AE%E~
0%A6%A6_%E0%A6%9C%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AB%E0%A6%
B0_%E0%A6%87%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B2.
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src="http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/f/f9/Flag_of_Bangladesh.svg/20px-Flag_of_Bangladesh.sv~
g.png"
alt="Flag of Bangladesh.svg" width="20" height="12" />              ,                                                                      
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¦œ    -                       ,                                          
                                                                       
                                                                           à
¦¶                       -                                                  
                                                                       
                                                                  à¦
¼                                                                          à
§‡                                      -                                  à
§‡                                                                        à¦
°                                                                         à¦
¿                                                                                              à
¦¾                                                                                       
                    &quot;            &quot;                                      
                                               ,                                     à¦
¾        -                  [ ]                          
                              à
¦¤                                                                        .       -        à¦
¾                             à
¦²                                                                                                                   &#39;  [ ]
                                     à
¦¾                                                    à¦
¬                                                                                                                                              à¦
ƒ                                                          à
¦†                      :                                      
                                                          à¦
¶                                                                                                    à
¦°                                               (    )    à
¦¿   (    )              (    )                                (             ),                                                                        (             ),     ,      /       -
-à§
¦ -                                                       -                                                      
                        (      )                                    
                                  (    )                     à
¦¿  (    ),      /       -      - 
 -                                   à
¦¸                                                         à§
€                                                                  à
¦°                                                            à¦
¯                                                              à¦
“                                        
                                                                              à¦
°                                                                              
 &uarr;                   à¦
®        (              ,                 ). &quot;            :              &quot; (à¦
¬           ) (       ).         ,                 (    ): p.  ,  .&uarr; Haider, Mahtab (2006-01-01), &quot;Muhammed Za
far Iqbal:A life in quantum leap&quot;, The New Age&uarr; &quot;Meril-Prothom Alo awards for 2005 given&quot;
(English       ). The Daily 
Star (Bangladesh): pp. 1. 13 May 2006                : 2007-10-03.&uarr;
http://gunijan.org.bd/GjProfDetails_action.php?GjProfId=38/               à¦
°                  : Doing science in BanglaHead, CSE Dept. SUSTMuhammad Zafar Iqbal: A life in quantum leap
 (New Age magazine, 2005)                 :             <
/li>                      				 							
	 				 				 												 				               :                                       -                                                                                                                                                                                       à¦
¾                                            				 						
						 				 								 			 			 		 		 		 		 			   	 	  
           Mahbubur  à
¦¾                                                    			 				   	 	                     			 			 				   	 	          
         
                      	 	 				 																				 		 	    			 		 		 		 			 				 					 				 				   	 	 		                  à
¦¾                                                   
                                   	       	      /          	 		            PDF        1 RIN MH:I16.

• Writer, teacher (Activities).
• bangla, English (Language spoken).
•                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         :

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             (
   )             (    )                   (    )                                     (             ),                                                                                            (
            ),     ,      /       -      -  -                                                                                -                                                                                                       (
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     )                                                                                     (    )                             (    ),      /       -      -  -                                                                                                        	
                                                                                                                                      	                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               (Favorite
books).

Citation: Source 2, page http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muhammed_Zafar_Iqbal#Personal_life.  Unreliable or estimated
23. PROF. YASMEEN HAQUE [IQBAL] (Humayun's brother's partner).

Jafor Iqbal22 and Yasmeen Haque [Iqbal] had two children:
Nabil Iqbal14

Yeshim Iqbal15

24. PROF. SOFIA HAIDAR (Humayun's sister) was born to Fuzuer Rahman Ahmed32 and Aeasha Fuez [Ahmed]33, as shown
in family tree 5.

25. APOLE HAIDAR (Humayun's brother-in-law).
Apole Haidar married Sofia Haidar24.  They had one daughter:

Apola Haidar16

26. AHSAN HABIB (Humayun's brother) was born to Fuzuer Rahman Ahmed32 and Aeasha Fuez [Ahmed]33, as shown
in family tree 5.  Ahsan was educated in Dhaka University (Ahsan Habib studied in more than eight schools
before the SSC exam. He earned MSc degree in geography from the University of Dhaka.).  He became a
http://www.unmadproducts.com/index.htm.  
The following information is also recorded for Ahsan.  Hobbies; Activities; Religion: Muslim; Email:
info@unmadproducts.com.
Notes: 

• Ahsan Habib (cartoonist) 			 			 			 								 				From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 				 								 				 				 			
													 				 					Jump to: navigation, 					search 				 				 								 				This article is about the Bangladeshi
cartoonist.  For the Bangladeshi poet, see Ahsan Habib.   
   This article needs additional citations<
/a> for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed. (April 2009)  <
/tr>    
Ahsan Habib    Ahsan Habib at BANCARAS&#39;s Cartoon exhibition 2011   Nationality Bangladeshi
Ethnicity Bengali   Education MSc in geography   Alma mater 
University of Dhaka   Occupation Cartoonist, editor   Spouse Afroza Amin   Children Shabnam Ahsan
Relatives Humayun Ahmed (brother) Muhammad Zafar Iqbal (brother)   Ahsan Habib is a Bangladeshi
cartoonist, writer and editor of Unmad, a satire magazine.[1]     Contents  1 Early life
2 Education<
li class="toclevel-1 tocsection-3">3 Career4 Books 4.1 Jokes4.2 Non-fiction4.3 Science fiction 5
References     Early life Ahsan is the third son of Foyezur Rahman and Ayesha Foyez. His  father, a police
officer, was killed by the Pakistani army during th
e  liberation war of Bangladesh in 1971. His elder brother, Humayun Ahmed, was a writer and film-maker.
Humayun Ahmed passed away after a nine-month struggle against colorectal cancer at Bellevue Hospital
in New York on 19 July 2012 at 11.20 PM BST. Anot
her brother, Muhammed Zafar Iqbal, is also a writer and educationist. Ahsan is married to Afroza Amin
and t
hey are parents to only child Shabnam Ahsan. Due to his father&#39;s occupation, Ahsan spent his
childhood in different parts of Bangladesh - Jagdal, Panchagarh, Rangamati, Bandarban, Chittagong, 
Bogra, Comilla and Pirojpur<
/a>.  Education Ahsan Habib studied in more than eight schools before the SSC exam. He earned MSc
degree in geography from the University of Dhaka.  Career He started career as a cartoonist and writer.
He is the edi
tor of Unmad, a satire magazine running since the early 1980s. He was the editor of the Bengali science fi
ction magazines, Moulik, Autoline, and Ghuddi. He is an adviser of Bangladesh Cartoonist Association.[2]
As 
a cartoonist, Ahsan Habib designed many covers. He also worked on writing Sher, a sho
rt witty 3/4 lined satiric poem, mainly found in the Indian Subcontinent.  Books  Jokes Rat Barotar 
Porer JokesFour Twenty Four Hour JokesJokes Somogro999 Ta Jokes Ekta Fao1001 Ta Jokes 1ta
MissingValentine Jok
esJini JokesBig and Small JokesNon-fiction                  
                                                           à
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¦¯              Ghost  Science fiction Paowel Broonskir Bichar  References  ^ Shamim Ahsan. &quot;To Bring
Children Back to Books&quot; Star Magazine, April 23, 2004. Accessed 3 April 2009, Arch
ived 3 April 2009.^ , &quot;http://www.bancaras.com/executive_body.html&quot;      <
em>This Bangladeshi biographical article is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.      This
article about a South Asian writer or poet is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.

• MSc in geography (Education).
• He started career as a cartoonist and writer. He is the editor of Unmad, a satire magazine running since

the early 1980s. He was the editor of the Bengali science fiction magazines, Moulik, Autoline, and Ghuddi.
He is an adviser of Bangladesh Cartooni (Hobbies).

• He started career as a cartoonist and writer. He is the editor of Unmad, a satire magazine running since
the early 1980s. He was the editor of the Bengali science fiction magazines, Moulik, Autoline, and Ghuddi.
He is an adviser of Bangladesh Cartoonist Association.[2]  As a cartoonist, Ahsan Habib designed many
covers.  He also worked on writing Sher, a short witty 3/4 lined satiric poem, mainly found in the Indian
Subcontinent (Activities).

27. AFROZA AMIN [HABIB] (Humayun's brother's partner).
Ahsan Habib26 and Afroza Amin [Habib] had one daughter:

Shabnam Ahsan17

28. MOMTAZ SHOHID [ULLA] (Humayun's sister) was born to Fuzuer Rahman Ahmed32 and Aeasha Fuez [Ahmed]33, as
shown in family tree 5.

29. SHOHID ULLA (Humayun's sister's partner).
Shohid Ulla and Momtaz Shohid [Ulla]28 became partners.

30. ROKSANA AHMED [RAZZAK] (Humayun's sister) was born to Fuzuer Rahman Ahmed32 and Aeasha Fuez [Ahmed]33, as
shown in family tree 5.

31. ABDUR RAZZAK (Humayun's sister's partner).
Abdur Razzak and Roksana Ahmed [Razzak]30 had one daughter:

Tithi Unknown18

Generation of Parents

32. FUZUER RAHMAN AHMED (Humayun's father) was born to Maolana Azimuddin Ahmed36, as shown within family
tree 5.  Fuzuer was a Faizur Rahman Ahmed, a police officer and writer, was killed by Pakistani military during the
liberation war of Bangladesh in 1971( _ -.  Fuzuer is no longer living.

33. AEASHA FUEZ [AHMED] (Humayun's mother) was born to Father of Aeasha Fuez37 and Mother of Aeashea Fuez38, as
shown in family tree 6.

Fuzuer Rahman Ahmed32 married Aeasha Fuez [Ahmed].  They had six children:
Humayun Ahmed19 in 1948
Jafor Iqbal22 in 1952
Sofia Haidar24

Ahsan Habib26

Momtaz Shohid [Ulla]28

Roksana Ahmed [Razzak]30

This family is shown as family tree 5.

34. MABUBUNNOBI SHIEK (Humayun's uncle) was born to Father of Aeasha Fuez37 and Mother of Aeashea Fuez38, as
shown in family tree 6.

35. RIZIA KHANOM (Humayun's aunt) was born to Father of Aeasha Fuez37 and Mother of Aeashea Fuez38, as shown
in family tree 6.
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Generation of Grandparents

36. MAOLANA AZIMUDDIN AHMED (Humayun's grandfather).  See family tree 5.  Maolana is no longer living.
Maolana fathered one son:

Fuzuer Rahman Ahmed32

This family is shown within family tree 5.

37. FATHER OF AEASHA FUEZ (Humayun's grandfather).  See family tree 6.  Father is no longer living.
38. MOTHER OF AEASHEA FUEZ (Humayun's grandmother).  See family tree 6.  Mother is no longer living.

Father of Aeasha Fuez37 married Mother of Aeashea Fuez.  They had three children:
Mabubunnobi Shiek34

Rizia Khanom35

Aeasha Fuez [Ahmed]33

This family is shown as family tree 6.
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5. INDIRECTLY RELATED via GULTEKIN KHAN 20

(Humayun's wife)

Generation of Humayun's Peers

39. JOLI ABEDIN [KHOKA] (Gultekin's cousin) was born to Father of Joli Unknown44 and Ms. Khan43.
40. JONAL ABEDIN KHOKA (Gultekin's cousin's partner).

Jonal Abedin Khoka and Joli Abedin [Khoka]39 became partners.

Generation of Humayun's Parents

41. HABIBUR RAHMAN KHAN (Gultekin's father) was born to Principal Ibrahim Khan45 and Wife of Principal Ibrahim
Khan46.  Habibur is no longer living.

42. MOTHER OF GULTEKIN KHAN (Gultekin's mother).
Habibur Rahman Khan41 married Mother of Gultekin Khan.  They had one daughter:

Gultekin Khan20

43. MS. KHAN (Gultekin's aunt) was born to Principal Ibrahim Khan45 and Wife of Principal Ibrahim Khan46.  Ms. Khan is no
longer living.

44. FATHER OF JOLI UNKNOWN (Gultekin's uncle by marriage).
Father of Joli Unknown married Ms. Khan43.  They had one daughter:

Joli Abedin [Khoka]39

Generation of Humayun's Grandparents

45. PRINCIPAL IBRAHIM KHAN (Gultekin's grandfather) was born in 1894, in Shabaj Nagar in Tangail, to Moulvi Shahbaz
Khan47.  Principal was educated (Ibrahim Khan passed the Entrance examination from Pingna High School in
1912, FA from anandamohan college in 1914 and BA (Hons) from St. Paul's CM College in 1916. He passed
MA from Calcutta University as a private examinee. He also obtained his law degree in 1918.).  He was an In
1919, Ibrahim Khan started his career as Headmaster of Karatia High School. Subsequently he became the
Principal of the newly established sadat college, Karatia. In the mean time he also practised law at
Mymensingh. Ibrahim Khan participated in the Non-cooperation and Khilafat movements (1920-1922). He was
elected a member of the Bengal Legislative Assembly in 1946 and of the Constituent Assembly in 1953. He

was President of the Primary Teachers' Association from 1947 to 1971 and of the East Pakistan Secondary Education Board
from 1948 to 1952..  He was a He worte: Kamal Pasha (1927), Anwar Pasha (1939), Istambul Yatrir Patra (1954), Beduiner
Deshe (1956), he wrote about Muslim heroes and about the Islamic countries that he had visited. His other books include
Byaghra Mama (1951), Rn Parishodh (1955), etc. His memoirs, Batayan (1967), in Bangladesh.  Principal died on 29 March
1978, aged about 83, in Dhaka, Bangladesh.  
The following information is also recorded for Principal.  Language spoken; Religion: Muslim; Nationality: bangladeshi.
Notes: 

• Humayun Ahmed   Ahmed was married to Gultekin, granddaughter of Principal Ibrahim Khan Khan, (Principal)
Ibrahim (1894-1978) educationis
t          and writer, was born in a peasant family in the village of Shabaj Nagar          in tangail          district, son of
Moulvi Shahbaz Khan. Ibra
him Khan passed the Entrance          examination from Pingna High School in 1912, FA from anandamohan          college
in 1914 and BA (Hons) from St. Pau
l&#39;s CM College in          1916. He passed MA from Calcutta University as a private examinee. He          also
obtained his law degree in 1918.                                         In 1919, Ibrahim Khan started his career as Headmaster of
Karatia                
  High School. Subsequently he became the Principal of the newly                  established sadat  
                college, Karatia. In the mean time he also practised                  law at Mymensingh. Ibrahim Khan participated
in the Non-cooperation                  and Khilafat movem
ents (1920-1922). He was elected a member of                  the Bengal Legislative Assembly in 1946 and of the Constituent
Assembly in 1953. He was President of the Primary Teachers
&#39; Association                  from 1947 to 1971 and of the East Pakistan Secondary Education                  Board from
1948 to 1952.                                                    Ibrahim Khan                       As a writer, Ibrahim Khan was inspired by the
idea of          a Muslim re
naissance. In several of his books, such as Kamal Pasha          (1927), Anwar Pasha (1939), Istambul Yatrir Patra
(1954),          Beduiner Deshe (1956), he wrote 
about Muslim heroes and about the          Islamic countries that he had visited. His other books include Byaghra          Mama
(1951), Rn Parishodh (1955), etc. His memoirs, Bat
ayan          (1967), are an important record of the Muslim society of the early years          of the 20th century. He was
conferred the titles of &#39;Khan Sahib&#39; and &#39;Khan          Bah
adur&#39; by the British government and the &#39;Sitara-i-Imtiaz&#39; by the Pakistan          government. He received
the Bangla Academy Award in 1963 for his contribution          to drama and the E
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kushey Padak in 1976 for literature. He died in Dhaka          on 29 March 1978.        [Mohammad Daniul Huq]                                                                                              .
• Nazrul&#39;s Letter to Principal Ibrahim Khan Original : Kazi Nazrul Islam Introduction an

d Translation:  Subrata Kumar Das  [Ibrahim Khan ( 1894-1978 ), born in Tangail, was a prominent educationist and
writer of the then Bengal
. In 1926 he established Karatia Sadat College and served there as the Principal till 1947.  Prinicipal Ibrahim Khan
wrote a letter to Kazi Nazru
l Islam (though the date was not mentioned, it is assumed that it was written in 1925). This letter carried many hopes
against the fanatic attitudes created around for Nazrul&#39;s rebellious poems. A
fter about three years Nazrul, inspired by his literary friends, decided to publish the letter. He was also encouraged to
publish a reply to that letter. The 
letter of Principal Ibrahim Khan was published in Naoroj  (Bhadro, 1334 B.S.) with the title &#39;Ekkhani Potro&#39;
(A Letter) and Nazrul&#39;s answer titling &#39;Chithir Uttorey&#39; (In Reply
 to a Letter) was published in Saogat (Pous,1334 B.S.) In this letter by Nazrul a reader can get a true explanation from
the poet himself about his rebellion 
against God and other established values. Moreover Nazrul&#39;s sympathy and attitude to Muslim society have been
properly delineated in the letter. One may be introduced to Nazrul&#39;s thought on li
terary theories and schools in it.]  Respected Principal Ibrahim Khan Shaheb, It is said that Brohma&#39;s1 one day is
equal to our eighty years. Though I am not so great a creator, I am a creator undoubtedly, whatever small my area may
be. So my one-day is no less than three years. Others may not 
believe it, but I know you will. When I am answering your letter of 1925, the year 1927 is going to meet the end. It is
possible that with the end of 1927, my
 years will end. As a reason, getting the opportunity to reply you I am speaking my last in response to some invisible
urge. Because, none of my enemy will be able, let alone my friends, to prove that
 in the last three years I have written to anyone. I do not have that much courage to hear the news that my years are
ending. Neither I believe it. But some members of the poetical community believe i
t and have tried much in respect of money and ability to make me believe it. But the sigh they control looking at my figure
is not very small nor even of a believer&#39;s. Poor I am, I cannot, some sa
y to them, accept their attention gladly. I feel sorry to consider them as my enemy even though people say so. Because
once they  were my best friends. I
f they sincerely desired my death today, then it is nothing but for my good, I believe wholeheartedly I have not lost my
faith in man whatever shock I get from them  in whatever quantity. When ma
n&#39;s face gets overturned, he becomes a ghost or when be becomes a ghost his face gets overturned but when
man&#39;s heart is overturned he becomes more terrifying than the ghost - this I kno
w well. After all these I respect him, love him. I haven&#39;t seen God, but I&#39;ve seen human. I believe that this
dusty, corrupt, helpless, sorrowful people will control the earth one day, unwrap 
all the mysteries and bring down the heaven. I feel him in all the sorrows of the pitied people, I feel him in all the tears of
them. I am not exaggerating at all. I can visualize myself in the diamon
d tears of them.  If I fail to do anything, I wish that I can at least cry heartily with them. But this is not your letter&#39;s
reply. See, I have forgo
t the technique of writing letters for not writing long. I have been profited much for that. Though I reply to
someone&#39;s letter instantly, s/he loses all her/his interests to respond me. Because, 
that becomes everything other than his/her letter&#39;s reply. The sufferers may talk in favour of it. So if this letter
becomes some other thing than your letter&#39;s reply, that is not a fault of y
our fate, but that is my hand&#39;s infamy. Though we have not met yet, we have heard not less about each other. I
know you more than you know me. I can blame
 only my bad luck for not meeting you yet. I don&#39;t hope to have any further possibility of meeting you as I
haven&#39;t got that chance in my roaming about the whole country. Specially - when I&#3
9;m eliminating myself from all my acquaintances. But it has been better - at least from your part. I&#39;ll be able to
bear my loss in the joy that I&#39;m not giving you the opportunity to be sorry 
thinking that your deep respect has been delivered to some worthless person. It&#39;s not my politeness. I&#39;ve felt
that those who have paid respect 
hearing about me, have been disappointed after seeing me. So, I&#39;m inwardly praying that I would let them stay
away to relieve of the pains that I caused them while staying closer, otherwise my lov
e for man is untrue. Moreover, nearness has a cruelty. There is no disgrace in moonshine, the moon has its own
disgrace. The moon soothes our eyes from far, but none will possibly be happy after going
 to the dead surface of the moon. The sun-ray that enters our homes through the windows gives light but our eyes are
hurt with it. I adore the sun and the moon, but I become afraid when I hear about t
heir visit to the earth. Brother, it has been better, because my disgrace could have been more if I had gone to you. Now
let me tell about respect. In that po
int also you do not have that possibility. If respect could have been measured by balance, we could get all solutions from
one of our veteran editor who is an expert in measuring people&#39;s vices an
d virtues like a businessman. Due to the evil influence of the stars, his balance never favours me; even then you would
defeat, I can assert. There is a reaso
n for the sudden  reference of the grocer, friend. You know well that we are the customers of pennies. So  whenever there
is some unfairness in weighing, our heart shrieks. We do not know  how much th
e grocer profits from it, but none but we - surely not the grocer -  will realize our total loss. Even then when we see the
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grocer with the balance we get relieved because he will hesitate to cheat be
fore our  eyes; but whenever the low paid servants become the owners of the balances,  there remains no hope. I have
told before, we are the poor buyers. If we had  riches like the biggies, we would n
ot complain. The payabhari (having weighty leg: vainglorious) have some advantages, whether the glory is for filaria or
the weighty legs. We are to lift them 
over our shoulders or we have to go to them bending our heads at land level. Those who understand business do not
hesitate to spend all the oil of their shops to the weighty legs though they envy the 
customers of other shops and thus hate them. If necessary, his kids rush with the oil pots to pour oil on his legs across the
river Rupnarayan even if his leg fixes immovably. He does not forget to ta
ke the clown and the panegyrist with him. Let us stop these silly talks. I&#39;m to give answer of your question. Hope,
you will not be offended by my less af
fectionate addressing. I am a mere truant village boy, moreover I don&#39;t have anything named learning in me. I
could address one Khaja Ibrahim more intimately, but my hands and legs have entered in
to my belly hearing the name of a principal. How formidable! I feel thirsty even when I remember a head master, let
alone a college principal! Not even the la
st boy who would obtain one mark less than I could blame me for reading sitting on the bench in the classroom. My legs
never moved from the high benches and thus I had permanent arrangement with them.
 Possibly for that reason when I am made to speak on the dais, it seems the headmaster has made me to do it. You can
not make me address you more cordially from such a teacher- stricken person. Now let us begin. For a long time I feel
that the Bengali Muslim society is much poor psychologically, though not financial
ly. I have received the title kafer (infidel) that the Muslim society has given me. I cannot remember if I have ever
complained about its unjustness. But I have felt shy that I am not that much worthy
 to be ornamented with such a title. In spite of that I have been placed in the row of Hafiz- Khayyam and Monsoor. No
one will believe the existence of 
human blood in my veins if I deny my owe to the affection and love from the Hindu writers and public. Though due to
envy some bad Hindu and Brahmo2 writers are speaking ill and a few orthod
ox Hindu-shabha men are publicizing bad rumours about me but their number is very few. Their envy is completely
communal or personal. I would not blame the whole Hindu society for these few devilish a
ctivities. Moreover, at the present fanatic days my Muslim identity has been a crime to some Hindu people - how much
non-communal I am. I do not deny that the
 first storm of rebukes came from my own  society i.e. the Muslim society; though it does not mean that the Muslims did
not appreciate me at all. All the thorn of depreciation have gone underneat
h by the deep love and worm welcome of the Muslim young friends. Maybe, I did not get the blessing from the seniors,
but I got the love and hearty garlands form the youths. I have plucked flowers in m
y loss-field. These youths are led by Ibrahim Khan, Kazi Abdul Wadud, Abul  Kalam Shamsuddin, Abul Monsoor, Wazed
Ali, Abul Hossain. And these friends ha
ve made me great, have made a seat in the hearts of the youths for me - seat of love. They were youths who received me
with their garlands in Dhaka, Chittagong, Noakhali, Faridpur. Though these youths
 were of no specific community - they are of all the nations. You have called me to arouse all. I think before your call I
tried with my small but all power t
o arouse them - with my life and life-force. My ability is small, but during the last eight years I have been roaming
through the towns and villages with the 
farmers and labourers. I have written, talked, sang through the paths like the minstrels. I do not have money, but I know
you will not - who ever others will  - blame me that I have ever hesitate
d to spend my capability. The government has been much interested in me for all my services to my country and society.
My most circulated books have been banned. Some days ago the police has notified 
me that if my recently published book Rudromongol (The Violent Good) is sold more, they will arrest me for sedition. If I
speak out in the same tone of the sage Whitman : &quot;Behold, I do not give a
 little charity,  When I give, I give myself.&quot; Please do not misunderstand it as my pride. ... You have called the
society as &#39;abandoned and pit
iable&#39;. I myself also take our society as an abandoned and &#39;demoralized&#39; one but I cannot take it as
pitiable. From my own experience I consider my society as fearful. This society is alwa
ys with an iron rod held high. If one discusses about its vices and virtues he is to be embarrassed. Maybe, you are
laughing, but I know, how many stones were thrown to my head. You know what I think? This rotten society cannot be
bettered only by caressing. If any one have that power of psychic cure, he may try. When an abscess matures and
worsens, the pa
tient then fears the surgeon most. A quack may console him that he would relieve him only by touching his hands and the
patient may be happy hearing this. But the poor doubtful surgeon will not believ
e it. He operates with his knives deeply; the patient shouts, throws his hands and legs, scolds him. But the surgeon goes
on with his activity. Because he knows that today the patient is speaking ill 
about him but he will come to greet him after some days when his pain is eradicated. What do you say? I myself is in
favour of the surgeon. The society will t
hrow its hands and legs, will speak ill; but those who do not have that capacity to bear it, they need not try to work for
social welfare. So, time and again I am calling the brave and devoted youths.
 This purification is possible only by them. They do not hanker after fame, they don&#39;t beg honour. If anyone has
such a stomach to bear this poverty, has 
back to bear attack, they are the youths. It is they who will create new literature, who will bring new wave, who will sing
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for the fresher. Maybe, you have i
dentified me as the pioneer of them. But like you I also think, till now, of that fortunate who will be the pioneer of them. It
seems to me that-fortunate has not yet arrived. I have rapeatedly told e
arlier that I have not seen that fortunate, but whenever I will see him I will be able to identify him. My words are only the
welcome-songs to him. I will be only the trumpeter of him. I think, I am s
inging only the awakening song at the wink of him. From all quarters around attacks, dishonour, disgraces are
bestowing over me, but I will not stop my trumpet. I do not know from where or from whom I
 have attained this belief. I only think that someone&#39;s order or blink is always singing in my sad inner mind. I
always hear his footsteps in my heart, in my breaths. Well, I also believe that anyone of ours may take that leadership.
Till now I have looked for him above me. Maybe, I have looked for him in me. I do not like to say that I have met him, b
ut I do not hesitate today to say that gradually I have felt his nearness. Many times it seems that I might catch him
extending my hands a little further.   I am brooding over your request to extend my hands. So I am hunting for that
undisturbed peacefulness in all hopelessness and despair thinking that I will discover my neglected existence in myself
. I do not know that whether I will get that peace in my lifetime but if I get, I will answer your last question on that day.
Now I will try to account for so
me of your complaints. The responsibilities that you have mentioned are regarding my creation of poetry or purification
of the society? I don&#39;t know the c
oncrete definition of art, if I know I don&#39;t believe. A true artist feels troubled to obey that art will be most
beautifully expressed when &#39;art will 
sustain if this is created or art will perish if that is created&#39; and likewise formulas are maintained. I know the
school of classic will get furious and their pen will turn into arrows if they he
ar it. The true picture has turned so by this time. Even then writers of the new wave must say this today. Those whoever
have jumped the barriers of the critics have always received kicks and been das
hed to 2nd class from the 1st. Every time they have been criticized as crazy people. And they are larger in number. They
always shout even at the time of cry 
that &#39;that cry in not very artistic, cry again artistically and dancingly&#39;. For this criticism to sorrow by the
lifeless gatekeepers of art the great poet Whitman was also grouped in the non-p
oets. My condition is nothing better than to swallow the pillow. When I write Sorbohara (The Proletariat) they say
it&#39;s no poetic at all. When I write Dolonchanpa (The Yellow Flower), Chhayanot (T
he Raga Chhayanot) they say that they are silly. What will that meaningless sounds matter? What loss would be if I did
not write it? They say lyrics must be a
bout love and war. There is no war in our country (except the Hindu-Muslim war); so if one writes poems about the
suffering of humanity, it becomes &#39;ugly-rebellious feeling&#39; to them. The prese
nt day writers write about it because it is easy to get praise, they say. Possibly no poet can tolerate such comments:
&#39;My poetry is not  poetic, I a
m not a poet&#39;. So those who were appreciating man&#39;s suffering are now creating lifeless beauty. Certainly
there was an era - possibly the earliest era - when the volume of suffering was smalle
r than that of the present day. The people got much opportunity to recite the Vedic hymns in Topobon3. But when people
began to be oppressed then began the creation of epics of suffering - 
Ramayona, Mohabharot, Iliad etc. Consequently what they wrote were full with ugly-rebellious feelings but will anyone
say that they were not poems? The new li
terateurs have to cerate new throngs singing about these sufferings. If they do not get room to sit in the same row of
Kalidasa,  Yeats or Rabindranath, they will get place in the dusty row
s of Pushkin, Dostoyevosky, Whitman, Gorky, Johan Bojer. It is our long worship that this dusty rows will mortify those
golden thrones. Being one of the distr
essed and sufferers, I have sung maybe that song could not expose their colours properly due to my lack as a painter; but
how does a man be so low to disgrace the pain of it? And see, there is no prot
est against all these ill talks. But today I feel I should not have been so much disturbed receiving the arrow. I should have
possessed the belief that my day
&#39;s sun may be shadowed for this arrow, but for a moment, not for ever. Yet I do not feel pity for that. At least I know
this is merely the beginning of my life, beginning of my literary career. Wh
y should I leave my demand of my way? If they do not let me pass through their kingly path, I must take my thorny way
welcoming all attacks. At least I must proceed to the middle of the road. How can 
I disgrace the garlands with which my naive friends have decorated me? You have spoken rightly - I will contemplate
now - contemplation for my way. My young f
riends have imprinted the  victory mark of Vidrohi (The Rebel) permanently on my forehead. Many have mistaken it  as
the disgrace mark, but I have not . Have I protested against the truth, the  beauty
 as I have sung about the sorrow, the beauty. I have rebelled - rebelled  against injustice, against oppression - against
every thing what is false, impure and backdated. I have rebelled against decep
tion in the  name of religion, against superstition. Maybe, I could not express every thing  with much politeness, I could
not show the glittering sheath hiding the sword -  and this is my fault. For 
this I have been termed rebellious. I have  rebelled against all misdeeds thinking it right to go over all the walls of
superstitions of the society. See, as
 I have told earlier that hitting can only arouse the sleeping society. It will not get the true conscience unless a group of
progressive revolutionaries arrive. The policies that you have mentioned t
o titillate the Kumbhokorno&#39;s4 feet are not very easy. Let the boys try those policies. What harm will it do? You will
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say, Kumbhokorno may awa
ke but after awaking he will open his mouth, which is not very small. I think  Kumbhokorno will then finish his
refreshment with them who have gone to arouse him. Many have died, let more one/two die. You will say, that is the
problem, who will bell the cat? I say, if none of us possesses that courage, then let us all sleep like Ashab Kahf5
 till the doomsday. Give up all your hopes to awaken the society. The religious community may believe but we
don&#39;t. It is not possible that no one will lose anything and everything will remain as 
usual and the society will awaken. My words may sound as moribund, but I am speaking thus after much experience. So I
say &#39;Dear, you will be killed either
 by Rama6 or Ravona7. If you are to die, then die by one of these two after fighting. Why do you go to die at the hands of
Honumana
8 ? It is better to die in the action of arousing Kumbhokorno than at the hands of Honumana&#39;. When I deliver this
idea people clap with &#39;Allah Akbar&#39;9 and &#39;Bondematoro
m&#39;10 slogans.  I do agree, discipline is necessary to build up something. But destruction needs no rules. I destroy
because I want to build up 
- my destruction is not for the sake of destruction. I destroy as soon as I can in the hope to build up early - I struck down
all the old and obsolete. I know Taimur or Nadir did not come to destroy, 
with a hope to reconstruct. They had no difference between the old and the new. They destroyed for the sake of
destruction. But Babar destroyed Delhi to build up Delhi, Agra or the Royal Crown or the 
monument of Tajmahal. My rebellion is not of something that my mind wants, it is of the expression of my pleasure to be
fred from everything from the Omniscient God. Many Muslim authors will debate on your term &#39;Muslim
Literature&#39;. Does it mean literature by Muslim people or literature having Muslim feeling. If it is real literature, it
will be for
 all nations. True, it will have a religion outwardly. Poetry may be created basing the truth of Islam, but not the religious
books. I do not believe that poetry can be created on religious belief, ne
ither on Islam. The main life - force of Islam is its sovereignty, democracy, universal fraternity and socialism. I do
believe in the novelty and superiority 
of Islam. People of non-Muslim community also do. Epics, not only poems, may be written having the great truth of Islam
as the main idea. I am a small poet , I have praised  this greatness of Isl
am through a lot of my write-ups . But the tone of it could not supercede poetry. It cannot. If it can, then it does not
remain poetic I believe that if the objective exceeds poetry then it hampers po
etry. I know what you want but I am unable  to create what the society wants. The religious rhymes are poetic to them.
Nothing is understandable. We are saved, but poetry is not saved. It is to s
tay on the other side of the river. And here lies the cause of quarrel. The people, who have swallowed the taste of poetry,
say &#39;whatever you do, do it in proper rhythm&#39;. In such a situation w
hat will I write? - Huzzatul Islam11 or real poetry? They only read Huzzatul Islam, I will not say, but I have seen them
cry reading anything about Islam12. Friend, I am not ridiculing, it is the joyous hailstone mixed with tears. If my writing
can give consciousness to the dying society, then I will belittle my poetic ideals for its 
welfare. But the question is whether they will bear the assault on them. The Hindu writers have written much about the
faults and lacks and superstitions of their society, but they haven&#39;t lost th
e respect of their society. But there is no way of telling about the faults of the poor Muslims. If any writer wishes to
correct it, let alone to purify it, they may stab him. The Hindu society has tu
rned into a new forceful nation because of the sharp writings by their valiant writers. I know well, the greatest welfare of
the nation lies in the incident t
o develop the Bengali Muslim society. Due to their lack of self-consciousness, the door to independent India is yet closed.
I do agree, this poor country wil
l attain no development if we fail to eradicate disrespect to each other in both the Hindus and Muslims. And I also know
that only through literature this disrespect may be eradicated. But is not it very tough to express the
culture-education-history of Islam in poetry? I think it will be better if our new workers of literature take different parts o
f it for research and discussion. I have told before, I have never enjoyed the full peace of undisturbed life. I pray, if I get
it, may God give me the power to fulfil your request. I do not believe that they who become furious reading my Vidrohi
(The Rebel) pay respect to Hafiz or Rumi. I think they are more rebellious than me. Do they think if anyone utt
ers the names of Hindu gods and goddesses is a kafer (irreligious person)? Then Bangla literature will never be enriched
by Muslim authors- except the manuscripts of Joigun Bibi13. Bangla literature is a foster daughter of Sanskrit, if not its
own daughter. So Hindu ideas are so intermingled with it that if it is excluded, half force of Bangla l
anguage will diminish. None can think to exclude Greek mythology from English literature. Bangla literature is the joint
product of both Hindus and Muslims. I
t is injustice to be angry if any Muslim sees the names of gods and goddess in it, as it is same for the Hindus if
everyday-Muslim words are used in their literature. I believe in the unity of Hindus 
and Muslims. So, I use Muslim-words to hurt their prejudice, or use the name of Hindu gods and goddesses. True, for it,
beauty in many parts of my poetry has ceased. But I have done it knowing about i
t previously. But, friend, is it my own duty only? As you do admire my power, I do believe and respect your power. Why
do not you begin to write plays about M
uslim lives avoiding to write Kemal Pasha. I think, you have no parallel in this respect at least among us. Kemal Pasha is
necessary, I know, but more necessary is to expose the tragedies of our lives
. We are not in want of essayists and poets. You are to fulfil the vacancy of playwrights. We mostly lack fiction-writers.
No light of hope, do I see, about it in anyone around. But the fact is - without fiction no one will be able to express our
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lives and ideals. Regarding translations we are also lacking back, let alone music, fine arts and performing ar
ts. Dear, what of the above lacks will I satisfy? Though, I myself have touched many things, and possibly none of them
are done well by me. Whatever painful m
y life is, I will contribute with songs of joy and sorrow, distribute myself among others, survive among all alive. This is
my vow, this is my devotion, this is my austerity. In response to your beautiful letter, mine one is very poor. If I inflict you
any pain for the lack of my capability of arranging ideas well, you will forgive me, even if I do not ask
 your forgiveness, I believe.  I wholeheartedly pray that your high aspiration be fulfilled in some other one, if not in a
small one like me. --- Kazi Nazrul Islam  .

• Link name: Principal Ibrahim Khan, Link URL: http://www.tangail.110mb.com/ibrahim.php.
• bangla, English (Language spoken).

46. WIFE OF PRINCIPAL IBRAHIM KHAN (Gultekin's grandmother).  Wife is no longer living.
Principal Ibrahim Khan45 married Wife of Principal Ibrahim Khan.  They had two children:

Habibur Rahman Khan41

Ms. Khan43

Generation of Humayun's Great-Grandparents

47. MOULVI SHAHBAZ KHAN (Gultekin's great-grandfather).  Moulvi is no longer living.
Moulvi fathered one son:

Principal Ibrahim Khan45 in 1894
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6. INDIRECTLY RELATED via MEHER AFROZ SHAON [AHMED] 21

(Humayun's wife)

Generation of Humayun's Peers

48. SINJON UNKNOWN (Meher's sister) was born to Mohmmad Ali51 and Tohora Ali52.

49. SOMON UNKNOWN (Meher's brother) was born to Mohmmad Ali51 and Tohora Ali52.

50. SEJOTI M AFROZ (Meher's sister) was born to Mohmmad Ali51 and Tohora Ali52.

Generation of Humayun's Parents

51. MOHMMAD ALI (Meher's father).

52. TOHORA ALI (Meher's mother).
Mohmmad Ali51 married Tohora Ali.  They had four children:

Sinjon Unknown48

Meher Afroz Shaon [Ahmed]21

Somon Unknown49

Sejoti M Afroz50
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7. FAMILY TREES

Each family tree shows the reported children, parents, grandparents and great-grandparents of a family group.  In order to reduce
redundancy, any family group which is wholly included within another family tree may not be reported separately.

Above each of the great-grandparent boxes (top row), a continuation family tree reference number is shown if the
great-grandparent is recorded as a child in the continuation tree.  A continuation reference number is also shown to the left of a
grandparent or parent box if that individual has siblings reported in the continuation tree; and beneath a child box (bottom row) if
that individual has children reported in the continuation tree.

In cases of multiple marriages, a continuation reference number preceded by "=" is shown to the right of a parent box.  This
number references the previous and/or next tree in which that individual is shown with another partner.

In cases of adopted (or fostered) children, the parental connection is shown with a dashed line and a continuation reference number
preceded by "=" is shown within the individual's box.  This number references the tree in which that individual is shown with his
or her natural parents.

1. ALI, Arshad and AHMED [ALI], Nova
2. UNKNOWN, Apu and AHMED, Sila
3. AHMED, Humayun and KHAN, Gultekin
4. AHMED, Humayun and SHAON [AHMED], Meher Afroz
5. AHMED, Fuzuer Rahman and FUEZ [AHMED], Aeasha
6. FUEZ, Father of Aeasha and FUEZ, Mother of Aeashea
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1. Arshad Ali and Nova Ahmed [Ali]

Fuzuer R
Ahmed

32

5...
Aeasha

Fuez [Ahmed]

33

6...
Habibur R

Khan

41

3...
Mother O G

Khan

42

Humayun
Ahmed

1948-2012
19

5...

Gultekin
Khan

20

Arshad
Ali

6

Nova
Ahmed [Ali]

5

3...

Arisa
Unknown

1

Anova
Unknown

2

2. Apu Unknown and Sila Ahmed

Fuzuer R
Ahmed

32

5...
Aeasha

Fuez [Ahmed]

33

6...
Habibur R

Khan

41

3...
Mother O G

Khan

42

Humayun
Ahmed

1948-2012
19

5...

Gultekin
Khan

20

Apu
Unknown

8

Sila
Ahmed

7

3...

Anora
Unknown

3
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3. Humayun Ahmed and Gultekin Khan

Maolana A
Ahmed

36

Father O A
Fuez

37

Mother O A
Fuez

38

Principal I
Khan

1894-1978
45

Wife O P I
Khan

46

Fuzuer R
Ahmed

32

Aeasha
Fuez [Ahmed]

33

6...

Habibur R
Khan

41

Mother O G
Khan

42

Humayun
Ahmed

1948-2012
19

5...
=4

Gultekin
Khan

20

Nuhash
Humayun

1990- 
4

Nova
Ahmed [Ali]

5
...1

Sila
Ahmed

7
...2

Bipasha
Ahmed

9

Rashed
Humuyn

10

4. Humayun Ahmed and Meher Afroz Shaon [Ahmed]

Maolana A
Ahmed

36

Father O A
Fuez

37

Mother O A
Fuez

38

Fuzuer R
Ahmed

32

Aeasha
Fuez [Ahmed]

33

6...

Mohmmad
Ali

51

Tohora
Ali

52

Humayun
Ahmed

1948-2012
19

5...
=3

Meher A
Shaon [Ahmed]

 
 

21

Lilaboty
Unknown
2006-2006

11

Nishad
Ahmed
2007- 

12

Ninit
Ahmed
2010- 

13
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5. Fuzuer Rahman Ahmed and Aeasha Fuez [Ahmed]

Maolana A
Ahmed

36

Father O A
Fuez

37

Mother O A
Fuez

38

Fuzuer R
Ahmed

32

Aeasha
Fuez [Ahmed]

33

6...

Humayun
Ahmed

1948-2012
19
...3

Jafor
Iqbal
1952- 

22

Sofia
Haidar

24

Ahsan
Habib

26

Momtaz
Shohid [Ulla]

28

Roksana
Ahmed [Razzak]

 
 

30

6. Father of Aeasha Fuez and Mother of Aeashea Fuez

Father O A
Fuez

37

Mother O A
Fuez

38

Mabubunnobi
Shiek

34

Rizia
Khanom

35

Aeasha
Fuez [Ahmed]

33
...5
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8. SOURCES

1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Humayun_Ahmed#Education_and_early_career
<h2><span class="mw-headline">Death</span></h2> <table border="0" class="metadata plainlinks ambox
mbox-small-left ambox-content"> <tbody><tr> <td class="mbox-image"><a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/w
iki/File:Wiki_letter_w_cropped.svg" class="image"><img
src="http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/1/1c/Wiki_letter_w_cropped.svg/20px-Wiki_letter_w_crop~
ped.svg.png"
alt="[icon]" width="2
0" height="14" /></a></td> <td class="mbox-text"><span class="mbox-text-span">This section requires <a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Humayun_Ahmed&amp;action=edit" class="external te
xt">expansion</a> with: text and references. <em>(July 2012)</em></span></td> </tr> </tbody></table> <p>After an
eleven-month struggle against <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colorectal_cancer" 
title="Colorectal cancer">colorectal cancer</a>, he died at <a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bellevue_Hospital_Center" title="Bellevue Hospital Center">Bellevue Hospital</a> in
<a href="http://en
.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_City" title="New York City">New York City</a> in the <a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States" title="United States">United States</a> on 19 July 2012 at 11.20 
PM <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bangladesh_Standard_Time" title="Bangladesh Standard
Time">BST</a>.<sup class="reference"><a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Humayun_Ahmed#cite_note-Death-0

"><span>[</span>1<span>]</span></a>  After 12 sessions of chemotherapy, he had undergone a successful  operation in
June 2012. He also had a tumor in his liver which was  successfully removed. B
ut after the surgery, he got infected with an  unknown virus which quickly spread through his body. Shortly after, he  was
transferred to ICU after losing consciousness and it was there that  he was p
ronounced dead.<sup style="white-space: nowrap" class="Template-Fact">[<em><a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Citation_needed" title="Wikipedia:Citation needed"><span>citation
needed</spa
n></a></em>]  Only a day earlier his relatives informed the media that he was in a  stable condition with some
complications contrasting an earlier media  claim that he was comatose in a critica
l condition. He was buried at  Lichutola (litchi grove)of Nuhash Polli in Gazipur, Bangladesh.<sup style="white-space:
nowrap" class="Template-Fact">[<em><a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedi
a:Citation_needed" title="Wikipedia:Citation needed"><span>citation needed</span></a></em>]</p>.
Citations: Humayun Ahmed19 (twice).

2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muhammed_Zafar_Iqbal#Personal_life
<p><h1 id="firstHeading" class="firstHeading"><span>Muhammed Zafar Iqbal</span></h1> 			 			 			 								 				<div
id="siteSub">From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia</div> 				 								 				 				 				
												 				<div id="jump-to-nav" class="mw-jump"> 					Jump to: <a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muhammed_Zafar_Iqbal#mw-head">navigation</a>, 					<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muh
ammed_Zafar_Iqbal#p-search">search</a> 				</div> 				 								 				<table border="0" class="metadata plainlinks ambox
ambox-content ambox-BLP_sources"> <tbody><tr> <td class="mbox-image"> <div style=
"width: 52px"><img src="http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/f/f4/Ambox_content.png" alt="" width="40"
height="40" /></div> </td> <td class="mbox-text"><span class="mbox-text-span">This <a href="h
ttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Biographies_of_living_persons" title="Wikipedia:Biographies of living
persons">biographical article</a> <strong>needs additional <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Wikipedia:Citing_sources" title="Wikipedia:Citing sources">citations</a> for <a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Verifiability" title="Wikipedia:Verifiability">verification</a></stron
g>. <span class="hide-when-compact">Please help by adding <a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Reliable_sources" title="Wikipedia:Reliable sources"
class="mw-redirect">reliable sources</a>.
 Contentious material about living persons that is unsourced or poorly sourced <strong>must be removed
immediately</strong>, especially if potentially <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Defamation"
title="Defamation">libelous</a> or harmful.</span> <em>(October 2011)</em> </span></td> </tr> </tbody></table>
<table border="0" cellspacing="5" class="infobox vcard" style="width: 22em"> <tbody><tr>
 <th class="fn" colspan="2" style="text-align: center; font-size: 125%; font-weight: bold">Muhammad Zafar Iqbal</th>
</tr> <tr> <td colspan="2" style="text-align: center"><a href="http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/File:Zafar_Iqbal_sir.JPG" class="image"><img
src="http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/9/9f/Zafar_Iqbal_sir.JPG/250px-Zafar_Iqbal_sir.JPG"
alt="" width="250" height="188" /></a
></td> </tr> <tr> <th style="text-align: left" scope="row">Born</th> <td> December 23, 1952 <span class="noprint
ForceAgeToShow">(age&nbsp;59)</span><br /> <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sylhet
" title="Sylhet">Sylhet</a>, <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bangladesh" title="Bangladesh">Bangladesh</a></td>
</tr> <tr> <th style="text-align: left" scope="row">Occupation</th> <td class="rol
e"><a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physicist" title="Physicist">Physicist</a>, <a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Writer" title="Writer">writer</a>, <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colu
mnist" title="Columnist">columnist</a></td> </tr> <tr> <th style="text-align: left" scope="row">Nationality</th> <td
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class="category"><a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bangladesh" title="Banglades
h">Bangladeshi</a></td> </tr> <tr> <th style="text-align: left" scope="row">Ethnicity</th> <td><a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_people" title="Bengali people">Bengali</a></td> </tr> <tr> 
<th style="text-align: left" scope="row">Alma mater</th> <td> <div class="plainlist"> <ul><li><a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/University_of_Dhaka" title="University of Dhaka">University of Dhaka
</a></li><li><a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/University_of_Washington" title="University of
Washington">University of Washington</a></li></ul> </div> </td> </tr> <tr> <th style="text-align: left
" scope="row">Spouse(s)</th> <td>Yasmeen Haque (1978-present)</td> </tr> <tr> <th style="text-align: left"
scope="row">Children</th> <td> <div class="plainlist"> <ul><li>Nabil Iqbal</li><li>Yeshim Iqb
al</li></ul> </div> </td> </tr> <tr> <th style="text-align: left" scope="row">Relative(s)</th> <td><a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Humayun_Ahmed" title="Humayun Ahmed">Humayun Ahmed</a> (brother
)<br /> <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ahsan_Habib_%28Cartoonist%29" title="Ahsan Habib (Cartoonist)"
class="mw-redirect">Ahsan Habib</a> (brother)</td> </tr> </tbody></table> <p><strong>Muhamm
ed Zafar Iqbal</strong> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sylheti_language" title="Sylheti language">Sylheti</a>,
<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">
Bengali</a>: <span>                  </span>) (born December 23, 1952) is a <a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bangladesh" title="Bangladesh">Bangladeshi</a> <a href
="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientist" title="Scientist">scientist</a>, writer of science-fiction, children&#39;s books,
and also a well-known <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Columnist" title
="Columnist">columnist</a>. He is currently a professor of <a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_Science_%26_Engineering" title="Computer Science &amp; Engineering"
class="mw-redirect">CSE</a
> and <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eee_sust" title="Eee sust" class="mw-redirect">EEE</a> department at <a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shahjalal_University_of_Science_and_Technology" t
itle="Shahjalal University of Science and Technology">Shahjalal University of Science and Technology</a>.<sup
class="reference"><a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muhammed_Zafar_Iqbal#cite_note-0">

<span>[</span>1<span>]</span></a></p> <table border="0" class="toc" id="toc"> <tbody><tr> <td> <div
id="toctitle"> <h2>Contents</h2> </div> <ul><li class="toclevel-1 tocsection-1"><a href="http:
//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muhammed_Zafar_Iqbal#Early_life"><span class="tocnumber">1</span> <span
class="toctext">Early life</span></a></li><li class="toclevel-1 tocsection-2"><a href="http://en.wikiped
ia.org/wiki/Muhammed_Zafar_Iqbal#Academic_career"><span class="tocnumber">2</span> <span
class="toctext">Academic career</span></a></li><li class="toclevel-1 tocsection-3"><a href="http://en.wikipedia
.org/wiki/Muhammed_Zafar_Iqbal#Personal_life"><span class="tocnumber">3</span> <span class="toctext">Personal
life</span></a></li><li class="toclevel-1 tocsection-4"><a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/w
iki/Muhammed_Zafar_Iqbal#Literary_works"><span class="tocnumber">4</span> <span class="toctext">Literary
works</span></a> <ul><li class="toclevel-2 tocsection-5"><a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Muhammed_Zafar_Iqbal#Science_fiction"><span class="tocnumber">4.1</span> <span class="toctext">Science
fiction</span></a></li><li class="toclevel-2 tocsection-6"><a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Muhammed_Zafar_Iqbal#Children.27s_adventures"><span class="tocnumber">4.2</span> <span
class="toctext">Children&#39;s adventures</span></a></li><li class="toclevel-2 tocsection-7"><a href="http://en.w
ikipedia.org/wiki/Muhammed_Zafar_Iqbal#Math_and_science"><span class="tocnumber">4.3</span> <span
class="toctext">Math and science</span></a></li><li class="toclevel-2 tocsection-8"><a href="http://en
.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muhammed_Zafar_Iqbal#Newspaper_column_compilations"><span class="tocnumber">4.4</span>
<span class="toctext">Newspaper column compilations</span></a></li><li class="toclevel-2 tocs
ection-9"><a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muhammed_Zafar_Iqbal#Autobiography"><span
class="tocnumber">4.5</span> <span class="toctext">Autobiography</span></a></li><li class="toclevel-2 tocsecti
on-10"><a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muhammed_Zafar_Iqbal#Other_works"><span
class="tocnumber">4.6</span> <span class="toctext">Other works</span></a></li></ul> </li><li class="toclevel-1 tocs
ection-11"><a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muhammed_Zafar_Iqbal#See_also"><span
class="tocnumber">5</span> <span class="toctext">See also</span></a></li><li class="toclevel-1 tocsection-12"><a h
ref="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muhammed_Zafar_Iqbal#References"><span class="tocnumber">6</span> <span
class="toctext">References</span></a></li><li class="toclevel-1 tocsection-13"><a href="http:/
/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muhammed_Zafar_Iqbal#Further_reading"><span class="tocnumber">7</span> <span
class="toctext">Further reading</span></a></li><li class="toclevel-1 tocsection-14"><a href="http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muhammed_Zafar_Iqbal#External_links"><span class="tocnumber">8</span> <span
class="toctext">External links</span></a></li></ul> </td> </tr> </tbody></table> <h2> <span class="mw-
headline">Early life</span></h2> <p>Muhammed Zafar Iqbal was born on 23 December 1952 in <a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sylhet" title="Sylhet">Sylhet</a>.  His father, Foyzur Rahman Ahmed, was 
a police officer. Because of his  father&#39;s occupation, he traveled to various parts of the country as a  child. Zafar
Iqbal was inspired by his father for writing at an early  life.<sup style="whi
te-space: nowrap" class="Template-Fact">[<em><a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Citation_needed"
title="Wikipedia:Citation needed"><span>citation needed</span></a></em>] He wrote hi
s first science fiction work at the age of seven.<sup style="white-space: nowrap" class="Template-Fact">[<em><a
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href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Citation_needed" title="Wikipedia:Citation 
needed"><span>citation needed</span></a></em>]  On 5 May 1971, the Pakistan Army captured his father and killed
him in  front of a river. Iqbal had to dig his father&rsquo;s grave to convince hi
s  mother of her husband&#39;s death.<sup style="white-space: nowrap" class="Template-Fact">[<em><a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Citation_needed" title="Wikipedia:Citation needed"><spa
n>citation needed</span></a></em>]</p> <h2> <span class="mw-headline">Academic career</span></h2> <p>He
passed <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Secondary_School_Certificate" title="Secondar
y School Certificate">SSC</a> exam from <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bogra_Zilla_School" title="Bogra Zilla
School">Bogra Zilla School</a> in 1968 and <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hi
gher_Secondary_%28School%29_Certificate" title="Higher Secondary (School) Certificate"
class="mw-redirect">HSC</a> exam from <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dhaka_College" title="Dhaka College">
Dhaka College</a> in 1970. He earned his BSc in physics from <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dhaka_University"
title="Dhaka University" class="mw-redirect">Dhaka University</a> in 1976. Then Iqb
al went to <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/University_of_Washington" title="University of
Washington">University of Washington</a> to obtain his <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doctor_of_P
hilosophy" title="Doctor of Philosophy">PhD</a>. He earned the degree in 1982. He worked as a post-doctoral
researcher at <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/California_Institute_of_Technology" titl
e="California Institute of Technology">California Institute of Technology</a> (Caltech) from 1983 to 1988. He then
joined <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bell_Communications_Research" title="Bel
l Communications Research" class="mw-redirect">Bell Communications Research</a> (Bellcore), a separate corporation
from the Bell Labs, which is now known as <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telco
rdia_Technologies" title="Telcordia Technologies">Telcordia Technologies</a>, as a <a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Research_scientist" title="Research scientist" class="mw-redirect">Research Sci
entist</a>. He left the institute in 1994 and joined the faculty of the Department of Computer Science and Engineering of
<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shahjalal_University_of_Science_and_Tech
nology" title="Shahjalal University of Science and Technology">Shahjalal University of Science and
Technology</a>.<sup class="reference"><a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muhammed_Zafar_Iqbal#cite

_note-1"><span>[</span>2<span>]</span></a></p> <h2> <span class="mw-headline">Personal life</span></h2> <div
class="thumb tright"> <div class="thumbinner" style="width: 222px"><a href="http://en
.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Zafar_Iqbal.JPG" class="image"><img class="thumbimage"
src="http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/6/64/Zafar_Iqbal.JPG/220px-Zafar_Iqbal.JPG" alt=""
width="220" 
height="165" /></a> <div class="thumbcaption"> <div class="magnify"><a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Zafar_Iqbal.JPG" title="Enlarge" class="internal"><img
src="http://bits.wikimedia.org/sta
tic-1.20wmf8/skins/common/images/magnify-clip.png" alt="" width="15" height="11" /></a></div> Muhammed Zafar
Iqbal with his wife, Yasmeen Haque</div> </div> </div> <p>Iqbal married Yasmeen Haque in 19
78.<sup style="white-space: nowrap" class="Template-Fact">[<em><a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Citation_needed" title="Wikipedia:Citation needed"><span>citation
needed</span></a></em>]
 She is currently serving as the head of the Department of <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physics"
title="Physics">Physics</a> at <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shahjalal_Universit
y_of_Science_and_Technology" title="Shahjalal University of Science and Technology">Shahjalal University of Science
and Technology</a>.<sup class="reference"><a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muha

mmed_Zafar_Iqbal#cite_note-2"><span>[</span>3<span>]</span></a> They have two children - son Nabil and daughter
Yeshim. Yeshim translated the book <em>Amar Bondhu Rashed</em> (<em>Rashed, My Fri
end</em>) written by her father. Iqbal&#39;s elder brother, <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Humayun_Ahmed"
title="Humayun Ahmed">Humayun Ahmed</a>, was a writer and film-maker. <a href="http://e
n.wikipedia.org/wiki/Humayun_Ahmed" title="Humayun Ahmed">Humayun Ahmed</a> passed away after a
nine-month struggle against colorectal cancer on the 19th of July, 2012.<sup class="reference"><a href="

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muhammed_Zafar_Iqbal#cite_note-3"><span>[</span>4<span>]</span></a> His younger
brother, <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ahsan_Habib_%28Cartoonist%29" title="A
hsan Habib (Cartoonist)" class="mw-redirect">Ahsan Habib</a>, is the editor of the satirical magazine, <em><a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unmad" title="Unmad">Unmad</a></em> (<em>Mad</em>) and 
a cartoonist.<sup style="white-space: nowrap" class="Template-Fact">[<em><a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Citation_needed" title="Wikipedia:Citation needed"><span>citation
needed</span>
</a></em>]</p> <div class="thumb tright"> <div class="thumbinner" style="width: 252px"><a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:MuhammadZafarIqbal2011.Aashaa.jpg" class="image"><img class="thu
mbimage"
src="http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/f/f1/MuhammadZafarIqbal2011.Aashaa.jpg/250px-Muham~
madZafarIqbal2011.Aashaa.jpg"
alt="" width="250" height="139" /></a> <div class="thu
mbcaption"> <div class="magnify"><a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:MuhammadZafarIqbal2011.Aashaa.jpg"
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title="Enlarge" class="internal"><img src="http://bits.wikimedia.org/static-1.20wmf8/skin
s/common/images/magnify-clip.png" alt="" width="15" height="11" /></a></div> Muhammad Zafar Iqbal in a TV talk
show set with <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intel" title="Intel">Intel</a> VP Joh
n E. Davies at <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dhaka" title="Dhaka">Dhaka</a>, <a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bangladesh" title="Bangladesh">Bangladesh</a> (2011)</div> </div> </div> <h2>
<span class="mw-headline">Literary works</span></h2> <h3> <span class="mw-headline">Science
fiction</span></h3> <ul><li><em>Kopotr&ocirc;nic Shukh Dukkho</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/B
engali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>             -    </span>) (Copotronic Joy and Sorrow,
1976)</li><li><em>M&ocirc;hakashe M&ocirc;hatrash</e
m> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>
</span>)(Peril in Space, 1977)</li><li><em>Krugo</
em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>
</span>)(1988)</li><li><em>Biggani S&ocirc;fdor Alir M&ocirc;ha M&ocirc;ha Ab
ishkar</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>                                à
¦•  </span>)(The Great Inventions of Sofdor Ali the Scientist, 1992)</li><li><em>Tukunjil</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>
        </span>) (Tukunzeel, 1993)</li><li><em>Omikr&ocirc;nik Rupant&ocirc;r</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>
                  </span>) (Omicronic metamorphosis, 1993)</li><li><em>Sistem Ediphas</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali lan
guage">Bengali</a>: <span>              </span>) (System Edifas)</li><li><em>Pri</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengal
i</a>: <span>  </span>) (Earth, 1997)</li><li><em>Taitr&ocirc;n Ekti Groher Nam</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>   à
¦Ÿ   ,                </span>) (Titron, the Name of a Planet, 1988)</li><li><em>Ekjon Otimanobi</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Ben
gali language">Bengali</a>: <span>             </span>) (A Superwoman)</li><li><em>N&ocirc;y N&ocirc;y Sunno
Tin</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" t
itle="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>                 </span>) (Nine Nine Zero Three)</li><li><em><a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chromium" title="Chromium">Chr
omium</a> &Ocirc;ronno</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali
language">Bengali</a>: <span>                </span>) (The Cromium For
est)</li><li><em>Metsis</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali
language">Bengali</a>: <span>      </span>) (Metsys, 1999)</li><li><em>Nish&ocirc;ngo G
rohochari</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>:
<span>                </span>) (The Lonely Planetary Travele
r)</li><li><em>J&ocirc;loj</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali
language">Bengali</a>: <span>   </span>) (Born in Water, 2000)</li><li><em>Robon&ocirc;gor
i</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>
</span>) (A City of Robots)</li><li><em>Ir&ocirc;n</em> (<a href="http:
//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>   </span>)
(Eeron)</li><li><em>Project Nebiula</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language
" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>               </span>) (Project Nebula,
2001)</li><li><em>&Ocirc;bonil</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_la
nguage" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>     </span>) (Infra-blue, 2004)</li><li><em>Fobiner Jatri</em>
(<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali la
nguage">Bengali</a>: <span>                 </span>) (The Traveller of Fobean)</li><li><em>Ruhan Ruhan</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" tit
le="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>           </span>) (2006)</li><li><em>Nayira</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengal
i</a>: <span>       </span>) (Nayeera)</li><li><em>Sayra Scientist</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>    à
¦°              </span>) (Saira The Scientist)</li><li><em>Shahnaj O k&ecirc;pten Dabliu</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language
">Bengali</a>: <span>                        </span>) (Shahnaz and Captain W)</li><li><em>Tratuler J&ocirc;got</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ben
gali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>             </span>) (Tratul&#39;s
World)(2002)</li><li><em> rini ri Rashimala</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>                   </span>) (The Trinitry Sequence)
(1995)</li><li><em> uki O Jhayer (Pray) 
Dushshahoshik Obhijan</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali
language">Bengali</a>: <span>              (      )      
           </span>) (The (Almost) Dauntless Adventures of Tuki and Jha)</li><li><em>Jara Bayob&ocirc;t</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali 
language">Bengali</a>: <span>            </span>) (The Biological Robots) (1993)</li><li><em>Onur&ocirc;n
Golok</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" titl
e="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>          </span>) (Resonance Orb)(1996)</li><li><em>Amra O Kr&ecirc;b
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Nebiula</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" t
itle="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>                      </span>) (The Crab Nebula and Hog Plum,
2000)</li><li><em>&Ocirc;ndhokarer Groho</em> (<a href="h
ttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>              </span>) (Planet of
Darkness)(2008)</li><li><em>Biggani &Ocirc;nik Lum
ba</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>
</span>) ([Anik Lumba the Scientist
])</li><li><em>Icaras</em> (2009) (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali
language">Bengali</a>: <span>      </span>) (Icarus)</li><li><em>&Ocirc;ctopaser C
hokh</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>
</span>) (The Eyes Of <a href="http://en.wikipedi
a.org/wiki/Octopus" title="Octopus">Octopus</a>, 2009)</li><li><em>J&ocirc;lmanob</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>    
  </span>) [Man of Water] (2007)</li><li><em>Phiniks</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language"
title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>       </span>) (Phoeni
x)</li><li><em>Shuhaner Sh&ocirc;pno</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali
language">Bengali</a>: <span>            </span>) (Suhan&#39;s d
ream)</li><li><em>Beji</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali
language">Bengali</a>: <span>    </span>) (Mongoose)</li><li><em>Robonishi</em> (<a href="ht
tp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>       </span>)
(2010)</li><li><em>Prodiji</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_la
nguage" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>       )</span>) (2011) (Prodiji)</li><li><em>Keplar 22B</em>
(<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali 
language">Bengali</a>: <span>             )</span>) (2011) (Keplar 22B)</li></ul> <h3> <span
class="mw-headline">Children&#39;s adventures</span></h3> <ul><li><em>Amar Bondhu R
ashed</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>
</span>) (Rashed My Friend) <a rel="nofollow
" href="http://itunes.apple.com/ca/app/amar-bondhu-rashed-hd/id536289829?mt=8" class="external text">iPhone &amp;
iPad ebook</a></li><li><em>Ami Topu</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengal
i_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>       </span>) (I am Topu)</li><li><em>Aadh Dojon
School</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Benga
li language">Bengali</a>: <span>            </span>)</li><li><em>Bachcha Bhoyonkor Kachcha Bhoyonkor</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali la
nguage">Bengali</a>: <span>                           </span>) (Children Are Dangerous)</li><li><em>Bokulappu</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wik
i/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>         </span>)</li><li><em>Brishtir Thikana</em>
(<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Be
ngali language">Bengali</a>: <span>              </span>) (Address of Rain)</li><li><em>Bubuner Baba</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Beng
ali language">Bengali</a>: <span>            </span>) (Bubun&#39;s Father)</li><li><em>Chelemanushi</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali l
anguage">Bengali</a>: <span>          </span>) (Childish)</li><li><em>Dipu Number Two</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali
</a>: <span>               </span>)</li><li><em>Dosshi Kojon</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>  à
§•    &#39;  </span>) (Little Pirates)</li><li><em>Dushto Cheler Dol</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>     
          </span>) (Naughty Boys&#39; Gang)</li><li><em>Hatkata Robin</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>  à¦
¤         </span>)</li><li><em>Jarul Chowdhurir Manikjorr</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>       à
§Œ               </span>)</li><li><em>Kajoler Dinratri</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language"
title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>   à¦
²            </span>) (Day and Night of Kajol)</li><li><em>Kaabil Kohkafi</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <spa
n>             </span>)</li><li><em>Litu Brittanto</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language"
title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>       
       </span>) (Story of Litu)</li><li><em>Nat-Boltu</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language"
title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>   -     <
/span>)</li><li><em>Nitu O Taar Bondhura</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language"
title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>                  </spa
n>) (Nitu and Her Friends)</li><li><em>Raju O Agunalir Bhoot</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>            à
¦²      </span>) (Raju and the Ghost of Agunali)</li><li><em>Schooler Naam Pothochari</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <spa
n>                  </span>) (A School named Pothochari)</li><li><em>T-Rexer Sondhane</em> (<a
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href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali langu
age">Bengali</a>: <span>  -               </span>) (In Search of T-Rex)</li><li><em>Tinni o Bonna</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="B
engali language">Bengali</a>: <span>              </span>) (Tinni and Bonna)</li><li><em>Rasha</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali lang
uage">Bengali</a>: <span>    </span>) (2010)</li><li><em>Mayetir nam Narina</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>   à
¦¼               </span>) (a Girl named Narina)(2009)</li><li><em>Labu elo shohore (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</
a>: <span>             </span>) (Labu comes to town)</em></li><li><em>Rup-Rupali (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <s
pan>   -      </span>) (2012)</em></li></ul> <h3> <span class="mw-headline">Math and science</span></h3>
<ul><li><em>Dekha Alor Na Dekha Rup</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wi
ki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>                     </span>) (<em>Seen Light Unseen
Charm</em>) (1986)</li><li><em>Neurone Onuronon<
/em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>             </span>)
(with <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moha
mmad_Kaykobad" title="Mohammad Kaykobad">Mohammad Kaykobad</a>)(2002)</li><li><em>Neurone Abaro
Onuronon</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali<
/a>: <span>                   </span>) (with Mohammad Kaykobad)(2003)</li><li><em>Gonit Abong Aro Gonit</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" 
title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>                 </span>) (<em>Maths and More Maths</em>) (with Zakaria
Swapan)</li><li><em>Bigganer Eksho Mojar Khela</em> (<a 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>                       </span>)
(<em>100 Interesting Games of S
cience</em>)</li><li><em>Goniter Moja, Mojar Gonit</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language"
title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>                à
¦—   </span>) (<em>Fun of Math, Funny Math</em>)</li><li><em>Aktukhani Bigyan</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>   à
§•            </span>) (<em>A Little Science</em>) (2007)</li><li><em>Theory Of Relativity</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">
Bengali</a>: <span>                   </span>) (2008)</li><li><em>Quantum Mechanics</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali langu
age">Bengali</a>: <span>                    </span>) (2009) <sup class="reference"><a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muhammed_Zafar_Iqbal#cite_note-4"><span>[

</span>5<span>]</span></a></li><li><em>Aro Aktukhani Bigyan</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>          
          </span>) ( &Aacute; little bit more science)</li><li>bigyan o gonit shomogro (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: 
<span>                 </span>) (collection of science and math)(2011)</li></ul> <h3> <span
class="mw-headline">Newspaper column compilations</span></h3> <ul><li><em>2030 S
aler Ekdin O Onnano</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali
language">Bengali</a>: <span>                           <
/span>) (A Day in 2030 and others)</li><li><em>Dhaka Namer Sohor O Onnano</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>       à
¦®                 </span>) (A City named Dhaka and others)</li><li><em>Sadasidhe Kotha</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali languag
e">Bengali</a>: <span>            </span>) (Simple talk)</li><li><em>Aro Ekti Bijoy Chai</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Be
ngali</a>: <span>                  </span>) (Seek another victory)</li><li><em>Ek Tukro Lal Sobuj Kapor</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" titl
e="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>                       </span>) (A piece of red green cloth)</li><li><em>Ekhono
Sopno Dekhay</em> (<a href="http://en.wiki
pedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>                  </span>) (Still shows
dream)</li></ul> <h3> <span class="mw-headline">Aut
obiography</span></h3> <ul><li><em>Rongin Choshma</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>         </span>)
[Colorful 
Glasses]</li></ul> <h3> <span class="mw-headline">Other works</span></h3> <ul><li><em>Pret</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span> 
    </span>) (The Spirit)</li><li><em>Tomader Prosno Amar Uttor</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>        
                 </span>) (Your questions,my answers)</li><li><em>Beesh Bochor Pore</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language"
>Bengali</a>: <span>           </span>) (As an editor)</li><li><em>Dusuopner Ditio Prohor</em> (<a
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href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Benga
li</a>: <span>                          </span>) (The Second Phase of a Nightmare)</li><li><em>Muhabbat Alir Ekdin</em>
(<a href="http://en.wikipedia.or
g/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>                 </span>) (A Day of Muhabbat
Ali)</li><li><em>Chhayaleen</em> (<a href="http://en.wik
ipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>        </span>)</li><li><em>Akash
Bariye Dao</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language
" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>                 </span>)</li><li><em>Biborno Tushar</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Be
ngali language">Bengali</a>: <span>            </span>) (Withering Snow)</li><li><em>O</em> (<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Beng
ali</a>: <span> </span>)</li><li><em>Danob</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language"
title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>    </span>) [Monster](2009)</li><li><em>
Pishachini</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>:
<span>        </span>) (Cruel Witch)</li><li><em>Modhya Ratrite Tinjon Du
rbhaga Torun</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>:
<span>                             
   </span>)</li><li><em>Sobuj Valvet</em> (<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali
language">Bengali</a>: <span>           </span>) (Green Valv
et)</li><li><em>Himghore Ghum O Onnanno</em>(<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language"
title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>                    à
¦¯</span>)</li><li><em>Bijoyee Hobe Bangladesh</em>(Bangladesh will be Victroious)(<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>      à
¦¹           </span>)</li><li><em>Omanush</em>(<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali
language">Bengali</a>: <span>      </span>)</li><l
i><em>Ak Tukra Lal Shobuj Kapor</em>(2010)(<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali
language">Bengali</a>: <span>                     à¦
¡ </span>)</li><li><em>America</em>(<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali
language">Bengali</a>: <span>       </span>)</li><li><em>Desher Baire D  
}})(<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>
</span>)</em></li><li><em>Prithibir Baire Prethbi</em>(
<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>
</span>)</li><li><em>Nihshongo Bochon</em>(L
onely Words)(<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>
</span>)</li><li><em>Natok Shomogro</em>(<a href="http:/
/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>          </span>)</li><li><em>Ratuler
Raat Ratuler Din</em>(<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wik
i/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>                       </span>) <a rel="nofollow"
href="http://itunes.apple.com/ca/app/ratuler-r
at-ratuler-din-hd/id536460539?mt=8" class="external text">iPhone &amp; iPad ebook</a></li><li><em>Adhunik
Ishoper Golpo</em>(<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali lang
uage">Bengali</a>: <span>                 </span>)</li><li><em>Boishakher Hahakar&quot;(<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">B
engali</a>: <span>               </span>)</em></li><li><em>Koyti Mojar Ghotona</em>(<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali
</a>: <span>               </span>)</li><li><em>Doler Naam Black Dragon</em>(<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <sp
an>                     </span>)</li><li><em>Meku Kahini</em>(<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language"
title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>à¦
®          </span>)</li><li><em>Muktijuddher Itihas</em>(<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language"
title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>        à
¦¦           </span>)</li><li><em>Probashe Ditio Jibon</em>(<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language"
title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>      à§
‡              </span>)</li><li><em>Shikkhasofor</em>(<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language"
title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>        
  </span>)</li><li><em>Shuvo Jonmodin</em>(<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali
language">Bengali</a>: <span>           </span>)</li><li><em>S
wapno</em>(<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>
</span>)</li><li><em>Smriti</em>(<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Bengali_language" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>      </span>)</li><li><em>Srijonshil
Anondo</em>(<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali langu
age">Bengali</a>: <span>             </span>)</li><li><em>Tottho Projuktir Jonno Vashashikkha</em>(<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_language" title="Bengali langua
ge">Bengali</a>: <span>                               </span>)</li><li><em>Akti Mrittudanda</em>(<a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengali_l
anguage" title="Bengali language">Bengali</a>: <span>               </span>)</li></ul> <p>Also notable that many famous
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dramas and cinemas of Bangladesh were made based on 
novels of Muhammed Jafar Iqbal namely <em>Shukno Ful-Rongin Ful</em>, <em>Bubuner Baba</em>, <em>Hat Kata
Robin</em>, <em>Shat Char Dui</em>, <em>Dipu Number Two</em>, <em>Amar Bondhu Rashed</em>, and
<em>Ekti Shundor Shokal</em>.  He has also written some dramas for different television channels.  Notably, an
animated film was made a year ago on his science fiction <em>Tratuler Jogot</em>.</p> <h
2> <span class="mw-headline">See also</span></h2> <p><a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:P_vip.svg"
class="image"><img src="http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/thumb/6/69/P_vip.svg/28px-P_
vip.svg.png" alt="Portal icon" width="28" height="28" /></a> <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portal:Biography"
title="Portal:Biography">Biography portal</a></p> <h2> <span class="mw-headline">Re
ferences</span></h2> <div class="reflist" style="list-style-type: decimal"> <ol class="references"><li><span
class="mw-cite-backlink"><strong><a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muhammed_Zafar_Iqbal
#cite_ref-0">^</a></strong></span> <span class="reference-text"><span class="citation web"><a rel="nofollow"
href="http://www.sust.edu/faculty-members-view/?&amp;dept=eee" class="external text">&quot;
Faculty Members; Shahjalal University of Science &amp; Technology&quot;</a>. Sust.edu<span
class="reference-accessdate">. Retrieved 2012-05-18</span>.</span></span></li><li><span class="mw-cite-backli
nk"><strong><a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muhammed_Zafar_Iqbal#cite_ref-1">^</a></strong></span> <span
class="reference-text"><span class="citation news">Haider, Mahtab (2006-01-01). <a rel="n
ofollow" href="http://www.newagebd.com/2006/jan/01/newyear06/heroes01.html" class="external
text">&quot;Muhammed Zafar Iqbal:A life in quantum leap&quot;</a>. <em>The New Age</em>.</span><sup class="n
oprint Inline-Template"><span style="white-space: nowrap">[<em><a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Link_rot" title="Wikipedia:Link rot">dead
link</a></em>]</span></span></li><li><spa
n class="mw-cite-backlink"><strong><a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muhammed_Zafar_Iqbal#cite_ref-2">^</a></strong></span> <span
class="reference-text"><a rel="nofollow" href="http://www.sust.edu
/department/phy/faculty/teach.php?tech_id=10" class="external text">Shahjalal University of Science and Technology
website</a><sup class="noprint Inline-Template"><span style="white-space: nowrap">[<e
m><a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Link_rot" title="Wikipedia:Link rot">dead
link</a></em>]</span></span></li><li><span class="mw-cite-backlink"><strong><a href="http://en.wikiped
ia.org/wiki/Muhammed_Zafar_Iqbal#cite_ref-3">^</a></strong></span> <span class="reference-text"><span
class="citation web"><a rel="nofollow" href="http://bdnews24.com/details.php?cid=2&amp;id=228520" 
class="external text">&quot;Humayun Ahmed dies </p> Bangladesh&quot;</a>. bdnews24.com. 2012-07-19<span
class="reference-accessdate">. Retrieved 2012-07-23</span>.</span></span></li><li><span class="m
w-cite-backlink"><strong><a
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muhammed_Zafar_Iqbal#cite_ref-4">^</a></strong></span> <span
class="reference-text"><a rel="nofollow" href="http://rapidshare.com/files/2
75585299/QUANTUM_MECHANICS__BY_JAFOR_IQBAL.pdf.html" class="external autonumber">[1]</a><sup
class="noprint Inline-Template"><span style="white-space: nowrap">[<em><a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wik
i/Wikipedia:Link_rot" title="Wikipedia:Link rot">dead link</a></em>]</span></span></li></ol> </div> <h2> <span
class="mw-headline">Further reading</span></h2> <ul><li><span class="citation news"
>Iqbal, Muhammed Zafar (2004). <a rel="nofollow"
href="http://www.thedailystar.net/suppliments/ekush04/ekush03.html#08" class="external text">&quot;Doing Science in
Bangla&quot;</a>. <em>The Daily Sta
r</em><span class="reference-accessdate">. Retrieved March 12, 2012</span>.</span></li></ul> <h2> <span
class="mw-headline">External links</span></h2> <ul><li><a rel="nofollow" href="http://www.sadasi
dhekotha.com/" class="external text">Official website of Iqbal</a></li></ul>.
Citations: Jafor Iqbal22.
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9. INDEX OF PLACES

BANGLADESH, DHAKA
Education of Nuhash Humayun4.
Education of Nuhash Humayun4.
Marriage of Humayun Ahmed19 and Gultekin Khan20 in 1973.
Death of Principal Ibrahim Khan45 on 29 March 1978.
Birth of Nuhash Humayun4 on 28 February 1990.
Marriage of Humayun Ahmed19 and Meher Afroz Shaon [Ahmed]21 in 2005.

BANGLADESH, GAZIPUR, NUHAS POLLY
Burial of Humayun Ahmed19.

BANGLADESH, NETROKONA, MOHONGONJ
Birth of Humayun Ahmed19 on 13 November 1948.

BANGLADESH, SYLET
Occupation of Jafor Iqbal22.

BANGLADESH, SYLHET
Birth of Jafor Iqbal22 on 23 December 1952.

BANGLADESH
Occupation of Principal Ibrahim Khan45.

DHAKA UNIVERSITY
Education of Ahsan Habib26.

DHAKA UNIVESITY
Education of Humayun Ahmed19.

SHABAJ NAGAR IN TANGAIL
Birth of Principal Ibrahim Khan45 in 1894.

USA
Death of Humayun Ahmed19 on 19 July 2012.
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10. INDEX OF DATES

1894
Birth of Principal Ibrahim Khan45 in Shabaj Nagar in Tangail.

1948
Birth of Humayun Ahmed19 on 13 November, in Mohongonj, Netrokona, Bangladesh.

1952
Birth of Jafor Iqbal22 on 23 December, in Sylhet, Bangladesh.

1973
Marriage of Humayun Ahmed19 and Gultekin Khan20 in Dhaka, Bangladesh.

1978
Death of Principal Ibrahim Khan45 on 29 March, in Dhaka, Bangladesh.

1990
Birth of Nuhash Humayun4 on 28 February, in Dhaka, Bangladesh.

2003
Divorce of Humayun Ahmed19 and Gultekin Khan20.

2005
Marriage of Humayun Ahmed19 and Meher Afroz Shaon [Ahmed]21 in Dhaka, Bangladesh.

2006
Birth of Lilaboty Unknown11.
Death of Lilaboty Unknown11.

2007
Birth of Nishad Ahmed12 on 7 February.

2010
Birth of Ninit Ahmed13 on 6 September.

2012
Death of Humayun Ahmed19 on 19 July, in USA.
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11. INDEX OF INDIVIDUALS

Ref. Tree Name (Relationship)

3 2 UNKNOWN, Anora (Humayun's granddaughter).
2 1 ..................... Anova (Humayun's granddaughter).
8 2 ..................... Apu (Humayun's son-in-law).
1 1 ..................... Arisa (Humayun's granddaughter).

44 ..................... Father of Joli (Gultekin Khan's uncle by marriage).
11 4 ..................... Lilaboty (Humayun's daughter).
48 ..................... Sinjon (Meher Afroz Shaon [Ahmed]'s sister).
49 ..................... Somon (Meher Afroz Shaon [Ahmed]'s brother).
18 ..................... Tithi (Humayun's niece).
39 ABEDIN [KHOKA], Joli (Gultekin Khan's cousin).
50 AFROZ, Sejoti M (Meher Afroz Shaon [Ahmed]'s sister).
5 3 AHMED [ALI], Nova (Humayun's daughter).

30 5 AHMED [RAZZAK], Roksana (Humayun's sister).
9 3 AHMED, Bipasha (Humayun's daughter).

32 5 .............. Fuzuer Rahman (Humayun's father).
19 5 .............. Humayun, Prof. (The subject of this report).
36 5 .............. Maolana Azimuddin (Humayun's grandfather).
13 4 .............. Ninit (Humayun's son).
12 4 .............. Nishad (Humayun's son).
7 3 .............. Sila (Humayun's daughter).

17 AHSAN, Shabnam (Humayun's niece).
6 1 ALI, Arshad, Prof. (Humayun's daughter's partner).

51 ...... Mohmmad (Meher Afroz Shaon [Ahmed]'s father).
52 ...... Tohora (Meher Afroz Shaon [Ahmed]'s mother).
27 AMIN [HABIB], Afroza (Humayun's brother's partner).
33 6 FUEZ [AHMED], Aeasha (Humayun's mother).
37 6 FUEZ, Father of Aeasha (Humayun's grandfather).
38 6 ......... Mother of Aeashea (Humayun's grandmother).
26 5 HABIB, Ahsan (Humayun's brother).
16 HAIDAR, Apola (Humayun's niece).
25 ............... Apole (Humayun's brother-in-law).
24 5 ............... Sofia, Prof. (Humayun's sister).
23 HAQUE [IQBAL], Yasmeen, Prof. (Humayun's brother's partner).
4 3 HUMAYUN, Nuhash (Humayun's son).

10 3 HUMUYN, Rashed (Humayun's son).
22 5 IQBAL, Jafor, Prof. (Humayun's brother).
14 ............ Nabil (Humayun's nephew).
15 ............ Yeshim (Humayun's niece).
43 KHAN, Ms. (Gultekin Khan's aunt).
20 3 ........... Gultekin (Humayun's wife).
41 ........... Habibur Rahman (Gultekin Khan's father).
42 ........... Mother of Gultekin (Gultekin Khan's mother).
47 ........... Moulvi Shahbaz (Gultekin Khan's great-grandfather).
45 ........... Principal Ibrahim (Gultekin Khan's grandfather).
46 ........... Wife of Principal Ibrahim (Gultekin Khan's grandmother).
35 6 KHANOM, Rizia (Humayun's aunt).
40 KHOKA, Jonal Abedin (Gultekin Khan's cousin's partner).
31 RAZZAK, Abdur (Humayun's sister's partner).
21 4 SHAON [AHMED], Meher Afroz (Humayun's wife).
34 6 SHIEK, Mabubunnobi (Humayun's uncle).
28 5 SHOHID [ULLA], Momtaz (Humayun's sister).
29 ULLA, Shohid (Humayun's sister's partner).
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